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The Family's Construction of the Concept of 'Family'
Abstract
This study is an exploration into the meaning of the concept of "family", as it is understood by people in
everyday life. In contrast to previous research in fields such as family communication and family studies,
which have relied on formal, operational definitions of "family" in order to derive generalizations and test
hypotheses, this study has focused on family members' accounts of what "family" means to them. Based
on conversational interviews with twenty newly married couples, representing a range of different cultural
and educational backgrounds, the study has examined the ways in which couples describe themselves as
families. Several investigatory procedures were utilized, including questions about who comprises the
family group, and what criteria are used to make such judgements; what linguistic terms of address and
reference are used by informants toward their parents-in-law, and what are the factors that condition the
choice of terms; what conceptual distinctions are revealed in visual maps of the family; and how are
informants' accounts characterized in their use of descriptive language. Analysis revealed that for most
informants, the definition of "family" entails a set of options based on criteria of personal social contact
and intimacy. Very often informants indicated there was some culturally standard meaning of the term,
"family", which they recognized, and yet rejected because it was inconsistent with their own experience.
Those informants who expressed greater selectivity in their definitions, stressing the importance of
personal rather than genealogical relationships tended to use address forms which, for them, were less
formal and obligatory. In developing their accounts, informants used a range of different descriptive
devices, including spatial images and gradients defined by the dimensions of "closeness" and "distance".
It was typical for informants to emphasize the similarities between nuclear family relationships and other
kinds of social relationships and experiences, as reflected in comments such as "She was like a sister to
me"; "They are like my own family". Taken together, these verbal features indicate a range of multiple,
overlapping meanings of the term, "family", in ordinary discourse.
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Chapter 1

INTROD OCTION

Theoretical literature on the family has emerged in a
wide range of academic disciplines.

However, there is

little consensus in these writings on what "family" means.
Sociological treatises in the family field often begin
with a basic definition of what a family is.

The

technical usages in these definitions vary greatly, in
focussing on different conceptual features, and expressing
difterent levels of specificity or abstraction.

Consider

the following examples:
A family is a group that engages in socially
sanctioned enduring and exclusive relationships that
are based on marriage, descent adoption or mutual
definition (as in common law marriage) •
(Yorberg, 1973, p. 36).
[a family is] any small kinship structured unit which
carries out relevant fUnctions (Levy and Fallers,
1968, p. 1) •
[a family is] a cluster of people whose relationship
is stipulated by law in terms of marriage and descent
and whose precise membership varies according to
circumstances (Farber, 1973).
While emphaSizing different organizing principles,
for example, quality of personal relationships, social
fUnctions and legal prescriptions, these definitions
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reveal a basic similarity;

each specifies a conceptual

group for analytical purposes, in order to derive
generalizations about the institutional character of the
f.amily.

These definitions are constructs which may bear

little relation to any conceptual schema recognized by the
family itsel f.
This concern in the theoretical literature with the
clarification and operationalization of the concept of
"family" may stem, in part, from the absence of any
technical term in the language, other than "family," to
denote the object of scientific investigation.
Furthermore, in ordinary usage, the term has many senses.
It may denote, not only a social group defined on the
basis of legal and biological relationships, but may also
refer to a domain of activities, as in the distinction,
"work" versus "family."

In still another use, the word

refers to a quality of experience (e.g.

"We're a real

family now.") Such examples suggest that the multiple,
overlapPing meanings in common usage, what might be termed
the "lay notions" (Rommetveit, 1979) or common sense
understandings are seldom reflected in formal, scientific
models -- even though conSideration of such features may
help the theoretician to generate a more valid conceptual
apparatus.
In contrast to the !brmal and specialized definitions
which have guided much family research, this dissertation
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examines the meaning of "family" in terms of the
signi ficance and relevance
members themselves.

0

f the concept for family

The investigation is a qualitative,

exploratory study of the way in which married couples make
sense of the concept of "family".

It

derives from a

theoretical perspective in which families are seen as
elaborating and negotiating their own systems of meanings
which pertain to many aspects of their social worlds.

The

concept of "family" constitutes one part of this larger
system of meanings, and it consists of multiple elements:
for example, who comprises one's family, what are the
features which provide one's own sense of belonging to the
collective and which designate others as members, and what
accounts or explanations are offered by informants as the
basis for these featUres.

More generally, the study

attempts to explicate the concept of "family" through
exploration of the ways in which couples describe
themselves as families.
In paying particular attention to the nature of the
accounts and descriptions, this work moves away from
semantic theories which give priority to the referential
aspects of word meaning, in which words are said to "refer
to" things, or bear direct correspondences to entities.
This view was articulated in Bloomfield's classic study,
Language:
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We can define the meaning of a speech-form accurately
when this meaning has to do with some matter of which
we possess sCienti fic knowledge. We can de fine the
names of minerals, for example, in terms of chemistry
and mineralogy, •
and we can de fine the names
of plants or animals by means of the technical terms
of botany.
(1933, p. 139).
Thus, words are appropriately defined in terms of the
class membership or the distinctive attributes of their
referents.

Bloomfield acknowledges, however, that

we have no precise way of defining words like ~ or
~ which concern situations that have not been
accurately classified
and these latter are in the
great majority (1933, p. 139).
An alternative to the traditional, lexicographic approach
to meaning is one that emphasizes the "semantic
potentialities" of words, that is,
potentialities mirroring options with respect to
categorization and attribution and hence polysemies
and genuine ambiguities of discourse in and about a
multifaceted, pluralistic, only fragmentarily known
and partially shared 'Lebenswelt.' And this has to be
so because utterances have meanings only in the
stream of life •
(Rommetveit, 1979, p. 152).
Within this framework, the focus is on the communicative
contexts in which utterances are made, and how such
contexts allow for a negotiability of meaning.

In the

present analYSiS, one such context is the family's unique
biography and history:

another is its pattern of

day-to-day interactions, the ongoing "conversation" among
family members.

Still another context is defined by the

interview itself, as a conversation between the interview
and informants.

In attending to these various "streams,1I
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an attempt will be made to develop a description of
"family" as it is understood and enacted by family
members.
In choosing to view families in terms

0

f their

meaning creating and constitutive processes, this
dissertation draws on a range of literatures.

It derives

its general theoretical framework from phenomenological
approaches within soc:.ology and from constructivist
persectives which have been recently articulated in the
field of cybernetics.

In the fbllowing paragraphs, these

pOSitions will be examined in general outline, and then
briefly developed in terms of the theoretical
contributions which motivated this research.

Previous

studies on kinship within cognitive anthropology will also
be related to this research question.

The specific

methods and assumptions of those kinship studies will be
presented as they contrast with and illuminate this
research.

Finally, the assumptions of this dissertation

will be discussed in light of SOCiological approaches to
family studies.

Pheoorneoo)OiY
In its broadest sense, a phenomenological perspective
deals with the exploration of the world of everyday life
and the ways in which individuals give meaning to social
phenomena (Schutz, 1980).

Within sociology, phenomenology
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has provided a basis for several theoretical approaches
including ethnomethodology.

The theoretical tbcus in

phenomenologically-oriented sociologies is the world of
socially constructed meaning -- the shared understandings
which form the basis for social interaction.

From the

phenomenological perspective, human beings are seen as
continually engaged in the process of creating and
recreating their world.

This 'social construction of

reality' is described by Berger and Luckmann (1967) as a
dialectical process in which humans act both as the
creators and as products of their constructions.

The

proper objects of investigation in the social sciences are
the many forms of knowledge in society.

This includes not

only formal, theoretical systems of knowledge, but also
the "pre-theoretical,"
'common knowledge', usually organized into myths,
beliefS, values, maxims, morals, and 'bits of
wisdom', and presented as simple formulae about
everyday lite (Wuthnow, at.al., 1984).
Berger and Luckmann's work has direct implications
for the study of family meaning in that it designates the
tamily as one of the key contexts in which the process of
"nomos-building" or reality construction takes place.

In

tact Berger and Kellner (1964) have described the inquiry
into such processes within marriage as a "micro-sociology
of knowledge."

Methodological stances based on

phenomenology imply approaches to family research that arp.
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very

dif~rent

from traditional empiricism.

The

phenomenologist strives for an intuitive grasp of social
phenomena, using procedures which are richly descriptive
and interpretive.

The traditional empiricist, in

contrast, seeks to explain his subjects from an external
standpoint, in terms of operationally defined variables.
The notion of meaning as "situated" or contextually
determined is a basic principle of research based on the
phenomenological perspective, notably in
ethnomethodological studies.

Garfinkel (1967) has

referred to the "temporally constituted" character of
common understandings.

Ethnomethodology works from the

assumption "that SOCial reality is known by members, lay
and professional only trom within situations constituted
through the interactional use of natural language"
(Coulter, 1973, p.

173).

Phenomenology encourages the use of those methods
which serve to retain the integrity of the phenomena as
they are experienced in everyday life, including, fbr
example, natural discourse of social participants rather
than tightly structured, question-response fbrmats.
Phenomenological orientations have rarely guided
research in the family field.

McLain and Weigert (1979)

note that the academic branch of family sociology is
characterized by the "theory-building" perspective, "which
works toward the logical empiric is tic goal of
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propositional inventories of sociological laws and causal
models of social phenomena" (p.

160).

Thus, family

sociology has for the most part been based upon positivist
foundations.

In their discussion of what a

phenomenological approach to f.amily studies might entail,
McLain and Weigert have drawn attention to the meaning of
"family" in the minds of social actors who are
participants in that system.

They call fbr the adequate

systematic description of the phenomenon "family" in the
natural attitude of actors in everyday

li~.

This

dissertation represents a contribution to such an
enterprise, for it attempts to capture some of the
features which are descriptive of "f.amily" as family
members experience it.

Constructivism
As an epistemologically oriented position,
constructivism shares much with phenomenology.

Its

central argument is that the world as we know it is a
product of our construction.

Like many other

philosoPhical movements, constructivism takes as its focus
the relationship between "knowledge" and "reality":

"how

we acquire knowledge of reality and how reliable and
"true" that knowledge might be" (von Glasersfeld, 1984,
p.4).

In some traditional conceptualizations of this

epistemological problem, "knowledge" is seen as having a
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correspondence to properties of the physical world.

The

constructivist, in contrast, sees knowledge as an
"adaptation in the fUnctional sense."

Radical

constructivism is "radical" in that it breaks with
convention and develops a theory of knowledge in which
knowledge does not reflect an "objective" ontological
reality, but exclusively an ordering and organization of
the world constituted by our experience (von Glasersfeld,
1984).

Radical constructivism has not yet articulated an

explicit direction or program fbr family research.
However, recent arguments in the field of cybernetics have
called for a fUndamental shift in the nature of social
research, from "observed" to "observing" systems -- a
shift from the exploration of properties seen to reside in
objects to an exploration of the properties entailed in
how observers see the way they do (von Foerster, 1919:
1981).

The operations by means of which we assemble our

experiental world are, thus, worthy of exploration.
Out of the constructivist epistemology Krippendorff
(1985) has elaborated a series of "imperatives" which
offer a new paradigm fbr comlllmications research.

They

can also be used to form a basis for a family research
perspective which differs markedly from traditional
SOCiological approaches.

Two key concepts which underly

these constructivist imperatives are 1) the voluntaristic
nature or autonomy of constructed meaning, and 2) the
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notion

0

f sel f-re ference.

Although discussed separately,

these two concepts are closely interrelated.
Of both conceptual and methodological importance to
family research is the notion that meanings in families
emerge out of the interaction of participants.
Traditional sociological research, by contrast, has
emphasized "the shaping and modeling influences of the
larger social world" (Oliveri and Reiss, 1981), and, thus,
has tended to focus on the way in which some component
characteristic of the family such as age at marriage or
social status "influences" family !brm.

A constructivist

perspective on a social group such as the family
emphasizes its autonomy by calling attention to its
internal processes.

This dissertation derives from such a

perspective in focusslng on the meaning of "family" as it
emerges in particular families, and in attempting to
describe aspects and nuances of meaning ariSing in
individual family contexts.
The notion of meaning as self-referential has two
implications for this research.

One aspect of

sel f-reference concerns the process by which families
elaborate their own conceptions of "family."
"Sel f-reference" in this sense refers to the idea that the
meanings imputed by informants to the concept of "family"
make reference to other meanings or constructs -- the
family's constructions of "family" do not match anything
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in the external world as much as they fit with other
constructions they have devised.

As Gudeman and Penn

(1982) have phrased this notion, all models are
constructions of reality:

there is no "objective world

outside them, except as constituted by another model" (p.
100).

Secondly, the notion

0

f sel f-re ference bears on the

research process itself, in recognizing that the
researcher is a co-constructor with the families
reality she is investigating.

0

f the

In this sense, the

interview process is conceived of as a kind of negotiation
between the interviewer and informants, out of which
meanings emerge.

This point recalls the arguments from

ethnomethodology concerning the contextually determined,
temporally constituted nature of soclal "facts."
Furthermore, the self-referential nature of research
findings is not limited to the interview situation itself,
but also refers to the larger process of problem
de fini tion on the part

0

f the researcher.

Even using the

most unobtrusive methods, the researcher brings to the
question a theoretical framework from which she makes her
observa tions.

This use

0

f sel f-re ference closely

parallels the notion of "reflexivity" (or
"self-reflexivity") in anthropology.

Langness and Frank

(1981) note that there has been a growing awareness and
appreciation of the role in ethnography of the "unique
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skills and perspectives of individual researchers" (p.

97.). Margaret Mead noted nearly thirty years ago that
advances in the application of scientific knowledge
to our understanding of man have been dependent on
two developments, methods of observing other human
beings and methods of observing ourselves as
observers. Articulateness about the observed,
unrelieved by articulateness about the biases ~ld
blindnesses of the observer, gives us arid material,
(1958:5, quoted in Langness and Frank, 1981).
The reflexive character of the research process is an area
of exploration in this dissertation.

The final chapter,

as well as portions of the data analysis chapters,
includes an examination of the interview process.

In the

concluding chapter, this perspective is more tully
elaborated, including an assessment of the appropriateness
of the interview procedures in the investigation of this
subject, and also considering various ways in which these
procedures may have shaped informants' responses.
Gergen (1985) has brought together a number of
theoretical issues under the heading, "social
constructionism."

Noting the similarities of that term to

"constructivism," Gergen has defined social
constructionist inquiry broadly, as
that which is concerned with explicating the
processes by which people come to describe explain or
otherwise account for the world (including
themselves) in which they live (1985, p.266).
Social constructionist arguments, thus, underly a range of
literatures, including histories and ethnographies, as
well as philosophies.

The focus of investigation in this
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dissertation is on what Gergen calls "the fbrms of
negotiated understanding" as they appear in informants'
descriptions of their families elicited in the interview
situation.

Cognitive Anthropology

In addition to the constructivist and
phenomenological theories outlined above, this
dissertation is informed by previous kinship studies
within cognitive anthropology.

As the fbllowing

paragraphs will show, the dissertation draws on a number
of the conceptual premises underlying cognitive
anthropology, although

dif~ring

with respect to the

procedures employed in ethnoscience approaches to kinship.
Studies of kinship which emerged in the 1950s as
ethnographic semantics or "ethnoscience" were regarded as
an effort toward more replicable and accurate cultural
descriptions (Sturtevant, 1974).

The earliest of these

studies focussed on the linguistic terminology associated
with kinship and other specific domains.

However, as they

were stated more broadly, the aims of ethnoscience were to
discern "how people construe their world of experience
from the way they talk about it" (Frake, 1962, p.

74), to

discover the organizing principles underlying behavior
from a cultUre's system of terminology.

Cognitive

anthropology was based on the assumption that culturally
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significant cognitive features must be communicable
between persons in one of the standard symbolic systems of
the culture (Sturtevant, 1974).
The ethnoscience approach to kinship terminology grew
out of procedures employed in descriptive linguistics.
The primary focus in such studies was on how other peoples
"name" the "things" in their environment and how these
names are organized into larger groupings.

"These names

are thus both an index to what is significant in the
environment of some other people, and a means of
discovering how these people organize their perceptions of
the environment" (Tyler, 1969, p.

6)

Within anthropology there has been debate concerning
the extent to which ethnoscience descriptions isolate
particular conceptual domains and treat them independently
of their cultural context.

In their emphasis on the

essential components of meaning and the rulelike character
of the semantic aspects of language, the ethnoscience
approach has tended to overlook aspects of situated
meaning.

It has also been argued that in the eftbrt to

delimit specific domains such as "kinship" or "medicine,"
the investigator is led away trom the study of the
interrelationships among domains (D'Andrade, 1976).

A

related issue concerns the methodological procedures by
which the data are elicited and the ethnoscience models
constructed.

Black (1973) has argued that the data of
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ethnosemantics consist of records of direct observations
of both verbal and non-verbal actions, from which the
ethnographer makes inferences about cultural categories
and rules.

Others have used interview methods such as

"controlled elicitation" (Tyler, 1969), in which the
ethnographer fbrmulates direct questions which relate
concepts meaningful in that culture.

The advantage of the

latter method is that it yields an explicit record of how
the data were gathered.

On the other hand, the use of

formal techniques may influence the nature of the data in
unantiCipated ways.

Thus, Ariel criticizes the controlled

elicitation method, arguing that,
One cannot rule out the possibility that the
informant gives the [above] interpretation not
because he is compelled by his language to make the
distinction, but because he is tempted to do so by
the form of the test and other factors (1967, p.
541, quoted in Wooten, 1975).
More recently, cognitive anthropologists have turned from
their initial questions about the structure of lexical
systems, to explore broader concerns with the way cultural
knowledge is embedded in language (Quinn, 1982).

Sharing

this general perspective, the present investigation
benefits from the use of several different data-gathering
procedures and types of material.

These include the

specific content of informants' responses to interview
questions, as well as observed features of their
discourse.

The way in which informants construct
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responses to questions on the subject of "family," and the
images and analogies used in talking about "family" are
considered significant in revealing aspects of meaning,
apart from their stated propositions of what "family"
means.

Socio]OiicaJ Approaches to the

Family

Family sociology comprises a range of conceptual
traditions, from institutional-historical perspectives to
cross-cultural and developmental approaches.

It would be

misleading to characterize family sociology in a unitary
way, as several research paradigms are represented within
the field.

However a dominant trend can be distinguished.

Many sociological studies of the family have been guided
in large measure by a structure-fUnction conceptual
framework.

In this perspective, the family is conceived

as one of many components of society, and as best studied
in terms of the fUnctions it performs for the maintenance
of SOCiety.

This approach to family studies is closely

identified with Parsons (c.f.

1951).

A major emphasiS in

Parsonian theory is the family role system which is seen
as regulating intra-family relationships and as regulating
transactions between the family and its social
environment.

Parsons distinguished between "instrumental"

and "affective" fUnctions which characterize husband and
wife roles in the nuclear family.

The husband, typically,
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engages in instrumental activities such as earning money,
and controlling and negotiating the family's dealings with
the outside world, whereas the wife fUlfills the
"affective" fUnction within the family by providing
nurturance and socializing the offSpring.
The methodological approach employed in many family
studies has been that of survey research, including
questionnaires and interviews of large samples.

A

recurring question in such studies has been the way in
which family role definitions vary within and across
particular sub-groups of society, including social
classes, races and ethnic backgrounds.

USing

questionnaires and, to a lesser extent, case study and
participant observation, an effbrt has been made to
characterize the values of working class couples regarding
marriage and child-rearing.

Other concepts such as power

and authority have also been examined in terms of their
distribution according to family role.
Although the theoretical aims exemplified in such
studies differ markedly from those put fbrth in this
dissertation, specific findings have emerged, pertaining
to social class and kinship interaction, which have
relevance for this study.

Several studies suggest that

families of higher socio-economic status interact less
intensively with their extended kin than do families of
lower socio-economic status.

For this dissertation, a
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range of families representing

dif~rent

social class

backgrounds was sought, as a way of eliciting variation in
kinship ties.
Research Aims

This research attempts to explicate the concept of
"family" from the perspective of family members.

The

question guiding this exploration is "in what terms do
individuals, as family members , conceive

0

f the 'family?'"

Based on semi-structured interviews with young, married
couples, it makes use of several varieties of verbal
material as well as visual representations.

Of crucial

importance are the ways in which informants account fbr
their conceptions, or the kinds of explanations which they
offer to explain the features and distinctions which they
make.

Motivated by the theoretical background presented

earlier, more specific questions emerged which guided the
analysis of interview material:

1•

How do family members perceive the family's
social boundary (that is, who is included in
the family?)

2.

What kinds of relaitonships and connections are
seen by informants as important to the concept
of family?

3.

How do spouses express their relationships to
new family members (i.e. their in-laws) through
linguistic terms of address and reference, and
how is the use of terms negotiated?

4.

What conceptual dimensions are expressed in
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visual "maps" of the family?
5.

How are images and analogies from other domains
incorporated into descriptions of the family,
and what conceptual properties do they reveal?

Mean1nis of "Family" in this Research

The ambiguities and polysemies characteristic of the
word, "family," in ordinary language have, to a large
extent, motivated this exploratory study.

Yet these very

properties also pose problems in the reporting of research
findings, insofar as the report must make use of the term
itself to describe and generalize about informants' uses.
Furthermore, the report addresses a community of family
and communications researchers who, as speCialists, have a
system of uses of the term distinct from the informants'.
Given the many possible differences among these levels,
the descriptive power of the report will be improved by
the clarification of the terminology at the beginning of
the data analysis chapters.

Thus, beginning in Chapter 4

the author specifies the various ways in which the term,
"family," will be used as an analytic category.

This is

particularly important in those chapters which contain
extensive excerpts from the interview transcripts, such
that infOrmants' uses of the term, "family" appear
side-by-side with the author's discussion of them.
However it should be noted that throughout the text,
reference to the conceptual aspects of the term, "family,"
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are indicated by placing the word in quotation marks.
Thus, "family" refers to ideas about the family, which are
the subject of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

THEORIES OF FAMILY IN RELATP.D T.ITP-RfiTURE

Within the extensive and diverse literature on the
family three areas in particular have motivated the
questions addressed in this dissertation:

research into

family communication networks, literature on conceptions
of family and kinship in American culture, and literature
on the social construction of reality within the family.
In some cases, these earlier studies adopt
theoretical perspectives substantially different from that
employed here.

Empirical studies of family network

interaction patterns are a notable example, in that most
of these studies use as independent variables, categories
external to the family's conceptual system, (e.g.

"lite

cycle stage," "social class,") to explain or predict rates
of actual behaviors.

Yet these empirical studies are

relevant to the present investigation insofar as they
indicate specific areas and issues in the daily experience
of family members, which may be worthy of exploration in
in-depth interviews.

Thus, studies of family network

interaction are usefUl in calling attention to social
contact as one of the central features of the experience
of "family."

What follows in this chapter is an attempt
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to synthesize concepts and in some cases, methods, from
three research traditions -- traditions usually regarded
as independent of one another -- which together relate to
the theme of this investigation into how families define
themselves as f.amilies.

Family Social Networks

The social network concept as a description of the
patterns of relationship among individuals based on
contact and proximity, was developed thirty years ago by
British social anthropologists (see Attneave, 1976 fbr a
summary).

Bott's claSSiC, Families and Social Networks

(1957) was among the first attempts to speci1Y and
comprehend the relationships of tamilies within social
networks using a naturalist1c methodology.

Although Bott

framed her study as an attempt to "understand the way a
group, any sort of group, is related to its environment,"

(1971:

249), the specific context of her research was a

group of twenty "ordinary" London f.amilies.

The central

hypothesis of this work held that the interconnectedness
of a husband's and wife's social networks is positively
aSSOCiated with marital role segregation.

Network, as

defined by Bott, refers to the total set of external
relationships with friends, neighbors, relatives, and
co-workers, and 'interconnectedness' refers to the extent
to which the individuals in the network have relationships
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with each other independent of the target family.
Since Bott's study, the relationship of the

l~~lear

family to its social network has been of great interest
both to family scholars and to those providing services
for families (Reiss and Oliveri, 1983).

One of the

significant featUres in Bott's early conceptualization of
the problem was its focus on the nuclear family, that is,
the household unit of parents and their children, as the
relevant social unit.

Implicit in this formulation was

the notion of the nuclear family as a bounded system -- a
notion which became central in many of the studies
following Bott's.

Th~

concept of family boundary has been

most fUlly articulated in the general systems approach to
family dynamics:
Through bounding, external elements seen as hostile
to system goals and policies are actively filtered
out, while those seen as beneficial to the pursuit of
system goals and policies may be actively sought out
and incorporated (Broderick and Smith, 1979, p.
113).
A study by Aldous (1967) of "kinship ties" and lite cycle
stage illustrates an attempt to operationalize the concept
of family boundary.

Aldous suggested that patterns of

contact between nuclear family units (i.e.

household

units) and their extended kin be viewed within the
framework of "boundary setting and maintenance," processes
which characterize any primary group.

Her theory suggests

that under conditions when kinship contacts threaten the
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per formance

0

f nuclear family roles, the nuclear family

should emphasize its separateness, while at other times,
when the family is less concerned about maintaining its
unity vis a vis outsiders, the boundaries will be relaxed.
Thus, at certain transitional points, including the early
period of marriage, contact with relatives represents a
threat to the fragile unity of the marital relationship.
The child-rearing phase as well as the period of old age,
however, are times when the family has to have more
interaction with kin if it is to endure.

USing an unusual

sample of seventy-nine grandparent-parent-married child
lineages, Aldous did find a family cycle pattern in
intergenerational contacts, although it did not entirely
conform to that predicted;

instead of the early and aging

stages of the family life cycle being most kinship
oriented, as hypothesized, it was the early and middle
years.

The old age period was characterized by rela'liive

isolation from kin.
Studies like this suggest that in a behavioral sense
there is some complex interdependence between nuclear
family

~elationships

and their extended family ties.

What

is unexplored in this literature, however, is the extent
to which the boundary concept is important in the family's
understanding of itsel f.

One of the aims in the present

study was to examine the notion of family boundary from
the family's point of view.

In developing the interview
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protocol, this was explored in several different ways:

1)

by asking informants to make a list of "who is in the
f.amily" and, more importantly, why that particular set of
individuals is included rather than others:

2) by asking

informants to construct visual representations of the
family based on the f.amily lists, and 3) several questions
concerning the frequency and context of social interaction
with individuals outside the nuclear f.amily.

Conceptions of Kinship in American Culture

The conceptual aspects of "family" and "kinship,"
which have been largely miSSing from empirical studies of
social network interaction, have long been of interest to
anthropologists.

The best known and most comprehensive

account of American kinship as a symbolic system is
probably that offered by David Schneider (1980).

In

approaching kinship as a "cultural system," having
inherent principles and rules, Schneider emphasizes that
his account:
is ngt to be understood as an account of what
Americans say when they talk about kinship and
family, although it is based on what Americans say.
It is BQt about what Americans th1nK, as a rational,
conscious, cognitive process, about kinship and
family, although it is based in no small part on what
Americans say they think about kinship and f.amily.
This book should DQ1 be construed as a description of
~oles and relationships which Americans can be
observed actually to undertake in their day-to-day
behavior.
(p. 18).
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Thus, in approaching the subject of kinship at this
level of abstraction, as a system of symbols rather than
as a description of norms or behavior, Schneider lays the
foundation for his argument that there is one, underlying
kinship system despite observable variation in American
kinship and family practices.
Schneider bases his ethnographic statements on
interviews with many different Americans, on the
collection of geneologies, accounts of weddings and
fUnerals and f.amily squabbles, visiting patterns,
residence patterns and religious affiliation (Schneider,
1969).

In the model which emerges out of this material,

Schneider draws a distinction between two orders of
relationship among relatives:

blood relationships, which

are based on the sharing of biogenetic material received
from some common biological ancestor and exemplified in
the parent-child relationship, and "code fbr conduct," or
in-law relationships, which are transacted through
marriage and exemplified in the husband-wife relationship.
The central symbol of the entire system is sexual
intercourse, which represents a resolution of the
contradiction between nature and law by creating blood
relationships (between parents and children) out of the
legal relationship of marriage.

The f.amily is a paradigm

of what each relative is, and how they should behave
toward each other.

The relationship among all family
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members is one of love -- a relationship of "diffUse,
enduring solidarity."
Schneider develops the notion of family boundary in a
very

dif~rent

earlier.

sense from the social network studies cited

His account emphasizes the conceptual

"fUzziness" of f.amily boundaries, in the sense that there
is no formal, clear categorical limit to the range of
kinsmen recognized.

One way in which this fUzziness is

manifested is in informants' increasing uncertainty over
names and ages as relatives become more geneologically
distant.

Another way is in the "fade-out" principle.

Ethnographically, informants express this in terms of a
"close-distant" dimension, saying that certain relatives
are "close" while others are "distant" and yet others are
so distant as not to be counted as relatives (Schneider,

1969).
On a lexical level, Schneider fbund wide variation in

the terms which were applied to blood relatives, and still
more variety and ambiguity involved in the naming of
in-laws.
it

For remote relatives and relatives by marriage,

is the individual who must decide fbr himself if the

person is considered a relative at all, and what kin term
will be used in reference or address (e.g.

mother's

brother's wife mayor may not be recognized as "aunt.")
The choice is based on the nature of the social
relationship as it is experienced by the parties.
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Schneider pOints to this variation in usage in
arguing that formal analyses of kinship terms are
inadequate descriptions of the cultural domain of kinship.
A purely semantic analysis of a system of lexemes, he
says, is not isomorphic with the description of cultural
categories, because the meaning of terms is so context
dependent.
Schneider takes these findings concerning the
"fuzziness" of boundaries and the indeterminacy of naming
terms as evidence for the voluntaristic nature of the
American kinship system, extracting a general principle
which states that the individual is free to exercise
options about who is considered "r.amily" and "non-family."
What is in a sense paradoxical in Schneider's account of
American kinship is that while recognizing the variation
in individual practices, he insists that it is possible to
abstract one coherent system of symbols and meanings at
the cultural level.

Thus, he asserts that, while "r.amlly"

can mean all of one's relatives, "my family" or "the
family" means a unit which contains a husband, wife and
their children.

Such assertions, that American kinship is

essentially a unitary system, reveal the problem
underlying Schneider's formulation.

They suggest that the

system of cultural symbols operates in a coersive way in
shaping the family's conception

0

f what a family is.

Furthermore,
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there remain [in Schneider's account] certain issues
of sampling by class of utterances as well as by
class of speaker which cannot be begged without
opening the door to any number of alternative systems
which are equally elegant and valid (Wallace, 1969,
p. 103).
Recently, Farber (1981) has challenged Schneider's
position, that American kinship rests upon a single
cultural base, by attempting to trace variations in
conceptions of kinship to variations in ethnicity and
religion.

Farber argues that various legal traditions,

including Judaic Law, Roman Civil Law, and Canon Law of
the early Christian Church, embodied distinctly different
definitions of the family and that these definitions are
today mani fested in di fferent kinship models among Jews,
Protestants and Catholics.
The empirical evidence which Farber offers in support
of these differences (based on surveys of large numbers of
Americans) is less relevant to the present investigation
than the questions he raises about the nature of "kinshiP
models" or "cognitive kinship maps" and how one might
fruitfully study them.

One important aspect of kinship

models, he suggests, is whether the family conceptualizes
its social space in "gradient" as opposed to "categorical"
terms.
core

The gradient metaphor "rests on a dimension of

VElr·~us

periphery, intimacy versus remoteness or some

other characterization of a gradient" (p.

37).

The use
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of terms such as ncloseness n and ndistance n in describing
and classif.Ying relatives implies a gradient kinship
model.

In contrast, the nominal category metaphor

suggests a sharp discontinuity between nfamilyn and
nnon- family. n
Another related dimension of kinship models is their
orientation in time.

While some individuals may confine

their conceptions of family to living members, others may
extend beyond the household in time and space.

Thus,

individuals who stress line of descent as a source of
identity may incorporate ancestors from the dim past into
the operational family boundaries.
A more basiC aspect of conceptions of kinship,
according to Farber, is the extent to which the family is
seen as a 'corporate group.' This theme is expressed in
various ways, for example in a tendency to nhomogenize
values within the group,n and to recognize general norms
and values as applying to all family members.

Farber

notes that this dimension, corporateness, remains largely
implicit.
Apparently the absence of appropriate terms to
express the corporate aspects of American kinship
suggests to some observers that such structural
elements [i.e. corporateness] do not exist. But
such an omisSion [in terminology] seems legitimate
since there is considerable variation in American
society in the extent to which kinship connotes
corporateness (p. 195).
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In pointing out this absence of simple terms to
signifY basic dimensions of American kinship, Farber
indirectly suggests the importance of investigating
kinship models through the analysis of natural discourse.
Dimensions such as "corporateness" may be revealed in the
context of longer descriptions of one's family and family
history.
The accounts offered by Schneider and by Farber
provide a point of departure fOr the present study and yet
differ from it in significant ways.

Both Schneider and

Farber see conceptions of "family" as constituted in
cultUral categories.
conceptions

0

Both describe a process in which

f the family are in fluenced and shaped by

cultural norms and values.

What is largely overlooked in

these positions is the role of family communication
process, and the ways in which interchanges among family
members create particular ways of understanding what a
family is.

The Farn 11 y 's Construction

0

f Reality

The notion that each family constructs its own
reality is not entirely new.

More than twenty years ago,

Berger and Kellner (1964) described the fUndamental
activity of early marriage as one of nomos-building.
These authors defined marriage as a process of
SOCialization, similar to the socialization of childhood
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or adolescence.

Yet, whereas in childhood a person is

socialized into pre-existing patterns, in marriage the
partners actively collaborate to create reality.

Berger

and Kellner suggest that it is conversation between the
partners which
validates over and over again the fUndamental
definitions of reality once entered into, not, of
course, so much by explicit articulation, but
precisely by taking the definitions Silently fbr
granted and conversing about all conceivable matters
on this taken for granted basis (p. ~).
Individuals engage in these conversations, or
relationships, with many people in various contexts, but,
according to the authors, marriage occupies "a privileged
status among the Significant validating relationships for
adults in our society."
Since these first speculations about the construction
of a marital reality, researchers in several fields have
attempted to characterize individual f.amilies in terms of
the set of fUndamental assumptions embraced by f.amily
members regarding the family's social environment.
Olivieri and Reiss (1981) have observed differences among
families in the extent to which the social world is seen
as understandable and masterable, and Eiduson (1979) fbund
that families differ in their openness to current
experience or their reliance on their own traditions and
past to meet current pressures.
The notion of family culture, or "family
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phenomenology" has been explored in Kantor and Lehr's
(1975) investigation of normal (i.e.

non-pathological)

family process from a clinical perspective.

This study

was based on extended periods of participant observation
in family households, during which an attempt was made to
develop a complete and systematic account of the features
of family 11 fe

the members' goals, the per formance

0

f

conjugal roles by husband and wife, the maintenance of
family ties, the designation of authority and
responsibility, and general stylistic features, such as
'how the family plays,' and what it laughs about.

The aim

was to present a balanced and comprehensive description of
family process in which certain elements of general
systems theory were combined with a naturalistic study of
family life.

The model adopted by the authors was a

cybernetic one, wherein the information processed by the
family was seen as distance regulation information.
"Families seek to attain their goals by continuously
informing their members what constitutes a proper or
optimal distance as relationships among members and
between members and specific events, become established"
(p.25).

In elaborating this distance regulation model, Kantor
and Lehr develop a typology of family systems in which
three major types are designated:
"random."

"open," "closed" and

The "closed-type" family seeks to preserve its
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territoriality through various means, or "strategies," for
example in formal teaching, including the use of moral
slogans, homilies and proverbs, through which members of
the older generation seek to confer their values on the
next.

In closed-type families, loyalties based on blood

ties are usually honored above those to friends.

"Open"

and "random-type" families are contrastive with the
"closed" families in many ways, but the fUndamental
difference is the greater permeability of their family
boundaries vis a vis non-family members.
In a recent series of studies, Oliveri and Reiss

(1981,1983) have used the term "family paradigm" to refer
to family members' "set of shared assumptions about the
nature of the social environment and their place as a
family within it" (1981:

p.

392).

These authors have

empirically investigated family paradigms in the context
of family behavior in problem-solving situations.
Briefly, those families who successfUlly negotiated
various problem-solving tasks were seen by the authors as
viewing the social world as ordered and masterable,
whereas families who were "unsuccessfUl" in these contexts
were seen as having a conviction that principles
underlying environmental event3 are hidden -- not open to
influence by the family.

What is particularly relevant

about this work is the relationship discovered between
these family 'paradigms' and families' ties to the larger
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kinship system.

Oliveri and Reiss argue that those

families who view the enviroment as a source of new and
changing information and experience invest themselves in
the largest networks of kin.

This approach to the study

of kinship patterns is, according to the authors,
"different from, though complementary to, the more
traditional view of family-network relations" (p.

81),

for it holds that families take an active role in shaping
their ties to their kin based upon the nature of their
underlying paradigms.
These various perspectives on the study of the
construction of reality within the family indicate that
family members share certain basic premises, concerning
the nature of the social world.

What has received less

attention in this field of research is how families differ
in their conceptions of what a family is.

Indeed, Reiss

(1981) acknowledges that the notion of a "shared family
construct" ought to be applied to the family's conception
of itself.

He writes, "It is certainly this self-concept

that varies greatly from family to family and accounts for
differences between them" (p.

377).

His own research,

however, is directed primarily toward the family's
conception of its social environment, the world "outside"
the family.
In their programmatic essay specifYing the
theoretical premises and goals of a phenomenology of the
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family, McLain and Weigert (1979) suggest that
phenomenological description should "attempt to

c~pture

some of the central features of the experience of family
which, we hypothesize, actors themselves would provide in
describing family in their own terms" (p.

172).

As this

statement indicates, one way of exploring the terms in
which family members conceive of "family," is through the
analysis of their natural discourse.

Linde (1986) argues

that of all levels of linguistic analysis, the study of
discourse has the most to contribute to other social
science disciplines,
because discourse is the linguistic level at which
social action and exchange take place. That is, we
exchange stories, plans, questions and answers: we
do not exchange sentences or words as such (Linde, in
Quasthoff and Guelich, 1986).
An illustration of the application of discourse analysis
to the study of the f.amily is found in Quinn's (1982) work
on how couples talk about marriage.

USing extensive

open-ended interviews. Quinn sought to examine how
informants conceptualize their marriage experience.

Her

work is aimed at the identification of "stable, underlying
metaphorical models of marriage" reflected in language.
Quinn's studies are particularly relevant to this
investigation insofar as they direct attention to the
nature of ordinary "talk" -- its organization and
as a means of gaining insight into
everyday experience.
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Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

In light of the social constructivist orientation
motivating this research, the methodological approach
adopted was one which emphasized the exploration of family
members' social perceptions and understandings.

The

primary data gathering procedure was the open-ended
interview, in which a series of topics was raised and the
informant was encouraged to explore and discuss their
implications with the author.

Within this framework of

systematic interviewing, several kinds of data were
collected which were viewed as complementary to one
another.

This chapter will attempt, first, to explain the

kinds of infbrmation

el:~ited

by the interview and to

elucidate their contribution to the overall aims of the
research.

Following this discussion, the second portion

of this chapter will describe the construction and
recruitment of the sample of research families and will
present a brief, qualitative description of each.

Ibe Conversational Interyiew

The focus of this investigation has been defined as
an exploration of how couples, as family members, conceive
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of "the family," and paying particular attention to their
sense of who comprises the family, what implicit and
explicit criteria are used in making such judgements, and
how they explain or account fbr their ideas about what a
family is.

Within cognitive anthropology, there has been

a general concern expressed about how informants'
explanations, generalizations and models can be most
appropriately elicited.

Conklin (1969), writes, for

example, that it is "frequently highly instructive to
examine the explicit models constructed by one's
informants -- expecially when such abstractions are used
by the informants themselves and in natural settings" (p.

97).

Although the meaning of "natural settings" is not

clearly speCified, one implication is that fbrmal
elicitation of informants' models in an interview
situation may not be usefUl in revealing culturally
meaningfUl distinctions.

It has been also been recognized

thaat the presence of an interviewer or observer
inevitably causes a certain amount of disturbance or
distortion.

In an interview situation the informant is

asked "to engage in behavior that is novel, not contained
in any of his usual cultural scenes" (Black, 1969, p.
166) •
These methodological and conceptual concerns were a
focus of consideration in the design of the interviewing
procedure for this study.

While recognizing the novel,
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artificial character of most interview contexts, it was
also felt that the interview can also provide an
appropriate and meaningfUl context in which to elicit
discourse on the subject of "family."

In

organizing the

interview as an extended conversation between informant
and interviewer on the subject of "family," the researcher
"knowingly partiCipates in the process of social
communicetion" (Bruyn, 1970, p.

286).

Such an

investigatory procedure can reveal, not only explicit
criteria for defining "family," but also more subtle
nuances of meaning, insofar as the term is used in a
variety of ways by the partiCipants in the conversational
context.
The data-gathering interview made use of several
questions, including, first, a question about which
individuals belong to the informant's "family."

This

question served the aims of the research in two ways.
First, it was seen as a means of investigating basic
conceptual distinctions, as, fbr example, the distinction
between "family" and "non-family."

Secondly, such

questions provide provocative points of departure fOr
fUrther discussion.
In the interview format used with each couple, the
spouses were first interviewed separately and then the
couple jOintly.

Separate interviews were desirable

because of the sensitive nature of the general subject
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area.

It was anticipated that the informants might feel

somewhat constrained in their responses if they were
questioned in the presence of the spouse.

More

importantly, it was anticipated that this format might
allow discrepancies or disagreements between the spouses
to surface, and that the ensuing discussion of these areas
would fUrther enrich the material.
All interviews were conducted by the author in the
family home, in order to provide as natural a setting as
possible.

In almost all cases, the interviews were

conducted in the evening hours or on week-end afternoons
and lasted approximately three hours.

There were two

cases in which the interviewer returned to the family a
second time in order to complete all the questions in the
protocol.

The period of interviewing lasted from October,

1983 until March, 1984.
The interviews were audio-taped, and transcriptions
of these tapes served as the basis of the subsequent
analysis.

The couples were informed during the initial

contact that the interviews would be audio-taped with
their approval.
procedure.

None of the couples objected to this

The complete protocol of interview questions

is presented below.
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Interview Protocol

(To each spouse separately)
1. When you think about family and what family means to
you, who do you usually think of as being in your family?
If you could answer that by making a list of your family
members, here.
2. I have here a board and a set of figures and
you to use these figures to represent the family
you listed, including yourself, and arrange them
board according to how close or how distant they
you.

I'd like
members
on the
are to

3.

Where does each person live?

4.

About how often does informant see each person?

5. What is the usual occasion for seeing each person
(e.g. informal visiting, celebration of holidays,
weddings, family reunions, attendance at the same church?)

6. When you are talking to [spouse's] parents, what do
you call them?

7.

How did this come about?

8. Were there any conversations between you and your
husband/ wife or with your in-laws about what you would
call them?
9. How do you refer to them if you are talking to your
husband/wife?
10. How would you refer to them if you were talking to
someone else, say a friend?
(to the couple jointly)
11. I'm interested in who you as a couple consider to be
family. I'd like you to arrange these figures to
represent the family that you have as a couple, how close
or how distant they are to you.
12.

I'd like to hear about your wedding.

How did you
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decide which ftl.mily members to invite?
pictures of the wedding?

Do you have

13. Were there any ftl.mily considerations in choosing your
chHd's name?
14. How do you find out what's going on in your families
-- how do you hear the ftl.mily news?
15. (to each spouse) What kinds of things do you know
about your husband's/wife's grandparens? Do you know
their names or what they did for a living? How did you
find out?
16. (to each spouse) How do you know how your husband's/
wife's family feels about you?
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Rationale for Questions and Tasks

I.

Family Lists:

The first portion of the interview

attempted to gauge, for each spouse, the conceptual
boundaries of the family by asking for a list of family
members.

Previous studies (e.g.

Firth, 1956), as well as

preliminary interviews, have revealed a great deal of
variance in both the number and range of recognized kin,
and in the inclusion of dead relatives or non-relatives
(such as in-laws and family friends).

Preliminary

interviews also suggested that women and men may difter
systematically in where they draw the family boundaries;
women are more likely to include their husbands and
husbands' families than men were to include their wives'
relatives.

In preliminary interviews in which this

question was asked, six out of seven women included their
husbands and husbands' families, whereas only one out of
seven men included their wives and wives' families.
II.

Family Map Task - The respondent is given a

board and a set of cut-out figures and asked:

"Use these

figures to represent the family members you listed
including yourself, and arrange them on the board
according to how close or how distant they are to you"
Respondents are requested to identifY the figures and to
explain their arrangements.

This procedure was seen as

particularly usefUl in providing a stimulus for
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discussion.

The verbal explanations accompanying the

arrangements may, fbr example, reveal additional criteria
by which concepts such as "family" and "closeness" are
defined.

The maps, themselves, were also analyzed to see

what kinds of conceptual distinctions and patterns of
organization were revealed.
III.

Extended Family Contacts:

The primary purpose

of this portion of the interview was to examine couples'
ties to their extended families as they are manifested in
particular patterns of contact.

Knowledge about the

larger social networks in which families are embedded is
important for the interpretation of responses to the other
questions.
IV.

Terms of Address and Reference for In-laws:

The

terms of reference and address used by each spouse toward
his or her parentS-in-law provide a rich source of data
concerning the definition of relationships with "new"
family members (i.e.

in-laws).

Of particular interest

are the accounts and rationale offered by informants in
explaining their use of terms.

Their descriptions of

actual situations of family interaction are seen as
revealing how the negotiation of terms and meanings takes
place among family members.

v.

Open-ended Questions:

The listing task, the

family map task, and questions about terms of address may
be seen as structured questions which are intended to
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provide infbrmation about specific aspects of conceptions
of "family."

This domain was explored fUrther in a period

of open-ended discussion with the couple jOintly, in which
they were asked to describe other aspects of their family
experience, to "tell a story" about their families.
Although the interviewer raised a series of topic areas
for discussion in the form of general questions, her
participation was otherwise confined to expressions of
interest or probes for more detail in areas selected as
important by the informant.

The analysis of the discourse

elicited by these open-ended questions, as well as earlier
material from the interview concentrated on the kinds of
images and descriptive terminology used.

Lakoff and

Johnson (1980) have shown how the study of metaphorical
expressions which are used in ordinary language can
provide insight into the metaphorical concepts which
structure our experience.

Although they do not deal

specifically with family metaphors, their discussion of
the metaphors underlying other social phenomena (for
example, argument) in terms of their systematicity, and
their entailments of behavioral norms, suggets that such
analysis can be appropriately applied in the study of
conceptions of "family."

This analysis explored the use

of metaphor as well as the range of other descriptive
devices.
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The Tnfbrmants

The nature of the problem suggested that an intensive
qualitative study of a small number of young couples would
be the most promising methodological approach.

In

determining the exact size of the sample, it was necessary
to weigh the theoretical aims of the study together with
certain practical considerations.

While the elicitation

of detailed accounts and descriptions from each couple
seemed to justi1Y a smaller sample, a larger number of
couples would permit more meaningfUl comparisons to be
made among the various sub-groups within the sample.

It

was anticipated that a sample of twenty couples would meet
both these requirements.

This number was large enough to

increase the liklihood of obtaining variation in the
relevant dimensions and, at the same time, small enough to
permit intensive interviewing of each couple.
Four basic criteria were used to define the sample of
informants:

1.

Marital status:

First marriage fbr both

spouses.
2.

Age:
age.

Both spouses no older than forty years of

3.

Years married:
marriage.

4.

Children:

Within the first two years of

One child less than two years old.

It was anticipated that the inclusion of young
informants (under forty) would ensure that the extended
family size was at a maximum, and not depleted due to
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deaths in the parental generation.
The early phase of family tOrmation was selected as
the context of the research because of the nature of the
issues and events in which families at this phase must
participate.

Many of their experiences, including

decisions pertaining to the marriage, wedding
arrangements, and changes in residence, require some
explicit negotiations between the spouses concerning
f.amily values and ideologies and patterns of contact.
These topics, along with those pertaining to the birth of
the child and the beginning of new roles for parents and
grandparents, serve as potentially rich sources of
material on how the family is defined.
A more complex issue related to the composition of
the desired sample had to do with properties of the
extended f.amily networks as possible sources of variation
among the families.

Previous studies indicated that an

important dimension of network structure was the number of
relatives living in the immediate neighborhood or
community (Firth, 1956;

Young and Wilmott, 1957).

Geographical propinquity is one of several factors which
would seem to correspond to more basic properties of
extended f.amily networks such as the degree of
interconnectedness and intensity of ties.

There is an

extensive sociological literature which indicates that
SOCial class and ethnicity are significant factors,
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influencing patterns of family organization.

However, the

contribution of these variables has never been clarif.ied.
For example, a number of studies have suggested that
working-class tamilies have more extensive, active kin
networks than middle-class tamilies.
Young and Wilmott, 1951;

(see, fbr example,

Adams, 1968).

However, the

coincidence of geographic and occupational mobility with
social class complicates this relationship.

Similarly,

most studies relating ethnicity to family patterns have
failed to sort out social class relationships, so that the
two are often conflated.

Nevertheless, previous studies

have revealed real differences along class and ethnic
dimensions even though they have failed to elucidate the
mechanisms through which these variables operate.
These findings were of particular relevance to the
present investigation in the arrangement of a sample.
Specifically, a variety of social statuses and ethnic
backgrounds were sought in order to ensure variation in
patterns of interaction with extended family members and
to provide variation in less tangible features such as the
importance and centrality of family relationships in
everyday lite.
The sample of twenty couples who were interviewed fbr
this study consisted of ten lower middle-class and ten
upper middle-class families.

The assessment of social

class status was based on Hollingshead's (1915)
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fbur-factor index of education and occupation, using the
occupational and educational levels of each spouse.
Husbands and wives in each couple were classified as
either upper or lower-middle class using Hollingshead's
categorization system.

The cut-off point fbr upper

middle-class was an education consisting of at least a
college degree (or equivalent), and an occupation falling
within the top two of nine categories (e.g.
professionals, administrators, proprietors of large and
medium sized businesses).

Individuals whose education and

occupation fell below these levels were categorized as
lower middle-class for the purposes of this project.
While the families were homogeneous with respect to
life cycle stage, it was difficult to designate social
class within narrow parameters, particularly fbr the lower
middle-class group.

For example, within the lower

middle-class sub-group, there were three husbands employed
in blue collar occupations.

Others were employed as

technicians of various kinds (medical, electroniC, etc.),
one was a store manager and one worked as a salesman in
the family printing bUSiness.

While one husband had less

than a high school education, the majority had a high
school diploma and three had some college education.
There was somewhat less variation among the upper
middle-class informants.

All had at least a college

education, most had some graduate education, and the
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majority were working in professional occupations
(lawyers, doctors, teachers, a newspaper reporter, fbr
example.)
It is important to recognize the variability within
each group formed by the social class distinction.

It is

more accurate to think of the families as pOints on a
continuum, rather than as talling into one or the other of
two discrete groups.
In the early phases of recruitment, an effbrt was
made to locate various ethnic sub-groups so that the
relationship of ethnic background to conceptions of
"family" could be systematically examined.

The dimension

of ethnicity was not, however, incorporated in the final
design because the location of couples of unmixed
ethnicity who met the other sampling criteria proved
extremely difficult.

Fortunately, the group of twenty

couples did include some diversity in ethnic background
and in degree of cultural aSSimilation.
the couples were born in the U.S.

All but one of

and for two of the

couples (Lithuanian and Polish/Bulgarian), English was not
their first language.
One other dimension of variation had to do with the
nature of the neighborhoods and communities within which
tamilies were located.

A number of di fterent

neighborhoods within the greater Philadelphia area,
including the western ("Main Line") suburbs, South
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Philadelphia working-class neighborhoods and communities
in the Northeast are represented in the sample.

This

diversity ensured a range of different family residence
situations (some couples lived down the block from their
parents, others substantial distances away), and this in
turn provided a great deal of variation in patterns of
contact.

Recruitment of Sample:

The final sample of twenty research couples was
recruited entirely by word-of-mouth procedures.

This was

possible with the help of individuals living and working
in various neighborhoods throughout the metropolitan area,
who established the initial contacts between the author
and the informants.

These individuals, who played a

crucial role in the recruitment of the informants,
included members of the clergy trom several denominations,
local shopkeepers (i.e.

barbershop, lunch truck),

childbirth educators and, in two cases, were simply
acquaintances of the author who volunteered to try to
locate appropriate f.amilies from among their circle of
friends.

None of the research couples was known to the

author personally, prior to the study.
In almost all cases, the initial contact with the
f.amily was made by the recruitment source (e.g.

the

clergyman or childbirth teacher) in order to ascertain the
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family's willingness to participate.

The second contact

was a telephone call made by the author to see that the
sampling criteria were met and to answer any questions
about the research.

An interview date convenient to both

spouses was then arranged.
~ing

this recruitment procedure, twenty-three

elegible families were contacted, two of whom ultimately
decided not to participate.

A third family was willing,

but scheduling the interview became impossible.

An

additional fifteen families were contacted by the author
after being referred by the recruitment source.

These

families proved to be inelegible according to at least one
of the sampling criteria.

The most frequent reason was a

previous marriage by one of the spouses, often unbeknownst
to the recruitment source.

Description

0

f In formants

In order to provide a sense of the qualitative
distinctness of each of the couples interviewed and to
illustrate the variety within the sample as a whole, a
brief descriptive profile is presented for each one.
These profiles characterize the couples in terms of
certain specific features, including location (and
geographical proximity to other family members),
ethnicity, occupation and education.

In each case, the

surnames have been changed to protect the confidentiality
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of informants.

Couple

'1

(McGill):

Live in an urban, working-class

neighborhood in South Philadelphia.

They describe their

ethnic background as a mixture of Italian, Irish and
English.

The husband, who has a college degree, is a

mechanical engineer for a shipping company, and is at sea
for several weeks at various times during the year.

The

wife, who has a high school education has not worked since
the birth of their daughter who was fourteen months at the
time of the interview.

Both husband's and wife parents

live within six blocks of the couple.

Couple 2 (White):

Live in a suburban, "Main Line"

neighborhood outside Philadelphia.

The husband is an

attorney, and the wife works part-time in their home doing
para-legal work, in addition to caring for their eighteen
month old daughter.

The husband's family of origin lives

in a neighboring community, while the wife's family of
origin lives in Louisiana.

The wife and daughter travel

to Louisiana several times each year to viSit, and are
accompanied by the husband on most of these trips.

The

husband describes his ethnic background as Irish and the
wife describes hers as a mixture of French and German.

Couple 3 (Cooper):

Live in a South Philadelphia
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neighborhood.

At the time of the interview, the husband,

who was employed as a dockworker at the coal pier, was on
temporary disability with a leg injury.
wife had high school education.

Both husband and

Their daughter was

fifteen months old and the wife was five months pregnant
at the time of the study.

The wife describes her ethnic

background as Italian and English, and her husband's as
"mainly Irish."

Couple 4 (Ryan):

Live in South Philadelphia, several

doors away from the husband's parents and within two
blocks of the wife's mother.

The husband had owned a bar

and was working as a police tow truck operator at the time
of the interview.

The wife had left her secretarial job

in order to care for their year-old son.
completed high school.

Both spouses had

The husband's reported ethnicity

was Italian and Irish, and the wife's was English and
Irish.

Couple 5 (McGee):

Live in an upper middle-class "Main

Line" Philadephia community with their two-month old
daughter.

The husband is a maritime attorney, who comes

from Connecticut, and the wife is a nurse-midwife.

She

was raised by an aunt and uncle in a nearby neighborhood.
Husband and wife describe their ethnic background as
mainly English and Scottish.
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Couple 6 (Taylor):
Line" suburb.

Live in an upper middle-class "Main

The husband is a newspaper reporter and the

wife had worked as a manager fOr a wine import firm.
Their daughter was fourteen months at the time of the
interview.

The husband's parents live in an adjacent Main

Line community, and the wife has a brother also living
close by.

Both of the wife's parents and two of her three

siblings are deceased.

Her reported ethnicity is "French

mostly," and his is English.

Couple 7 (Sheperd):

Live in a middle-class neighborhood

in Philadelphia's Germantown section with their one-year
old daughter.

The husband works as a management systems

analyst and the wife is a nurse.
degrees.

Both have master's

The wife's described ethnicity is Italian and

the husband's is Norwegian and Scottish.

Couple 8 (Stern):

Live in a middle-class neighborhood in

Germantown section of Philadelphia.

The husband is an

attorney and the wife is a psychiatric nurse, who is
taking courses for a bachelor's degree in the evenings.
The husband's mother is deceased;

his father and

step-mother as well as his grandparents live in suburban
Philadelphia.
Atlantic City.

The wife's family of origin lives in
They describe their ethnicity as Jewish.
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Their daughter was fourteen months at the time of the
interview.

Couple 9 (Bunsen):

Live in Center City Philadelphia.

Both husband and wife are physicians, and their eighteen
month old daughter is cared for by a fUll-time
housekeeper.

The wife's parents live in New York, and the

husband's in Ohio.

The wife's ethnic background is

Jewish, and the husband's is Norwegian.

Couple 10 (Guarino):

Live in a working-class neighborhood

in Northeast Philadelphia.

The husband has a high school

education and has completed two years of college.
working as an electronics techniCian.

He is

The wife, who has

completed high school and nurse's training, works
part-time as a nurse.
two miles.

Both sets of parents live within

The husband's ethnicity is Italian, and the

wife's is a mixture of Irish and "other things."

Their

son is ten months old.

Couple 11 (Pedretti):

Live in a middle-class suburban

neighborhood, within a mile of the wife's parents.
husband's parents live within an hour's drive.

The

The

husband is an engineer who attends law school in the
evenings.

The wife completed one year of graduate school

and was a high school teacher before the birth of their
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son.

Both are Italian:

his t.amily continues to speak

Italian at home.

Couple 12 (Ramsey):

Live in a suburban development.

husband and wife are elementary school teachers.

Both

The wife

has a college education and the husband a Master's degree.
The wife is an only child, whose mother lives within an
hour's drive.
township.

The husband's parents live in an adjacent

Their son is four months old.

The described

ethnicity of the husband is English and Irish, and that of
the wife is Irish and German.

Couple 13 (Devlin):

Live in a working-class neighborhood

in Northeast Philadelphia, within one mile of the wife's
parents.

The husband, who has a high school education, is

originally trom Califbrnia and was in the military when he
met his wife at the local Baptist church.
a machinery technician.

He now works as

His wife, who also has a high

school education does not work outside the home.

Their

daughter was ten months at the time of the study.

Couple 14 (Hoffer):

Live in a small suburban community in

southern New Jersey.

Both husband and wife have master's

degrees.

The husband is employed as a civil engineer, and

the wife is a college instructor of computer science.
Their son was three months old at the time of the
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interview.

The husband's original home was rural Western

Pennsylvania, where his family of origin still lives.
wife's parents live in North Carolina.

The

Their ethnic

background was described as a combination of English and
German.

Couple 15 (Simpson):

Live in a working-class section of

Northeast Philadelphia several doors away trom the
husband's mother, and within two miles of the wife's
family.

The husband has a bachelor's degree and works as

a medical technician and the wife, who has completed one
year of bible college, is now a housewife.
10 months at the time of the interview.

Their son was

The wife's father

is a minister in a local Baptist Church, where the couple
met.

Their ethnic background is German, Scottish and

English.

Couple 16 (Carpenter):

Live in a middle-Class West

Philadelphia neighborhood.

The husband, who has a college

degree, is a sales manager in the family stationery
business.

The wife has a high school education and is not

working outside the home.

Her family of origin lives in

Northeast Philadelphia, and his family of origin lives in
an adjacent neighborhood.
parents are divorced.

Both husband's and wife's

Their son was two years old.

The

wife's ethnic background is mostly German, and the husband
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describes himself as mainly Irish.

Couple 17 (Berry):

Live in a suburban neighborhood in far

Northeast Philadelphia.

The husband, who has had two

years of college is a plant director/custodian at a child
welfare agency.

The wife who has a high school education,

was a secretary until the birth of their daughter fburteen
months before the study.

They describe their ethnicity as

mainly Irish.

Couple 18 (Grimes):
Pennsylvania.

Live in a small town near Lancaster,

The husband has a college education and is

the manager of a camera store, and the wife, who has a
high school education is a cashier.
old.

Their son is one year

The wife's parents, who live two blocks away, care

for the baby while the wife is working.

The husband's

parents live in another town within an hour's drive.

The

husband's described ethnicity is mainly English, and the
wife's is primarily Pennsylvania Dutch.

Couple 19 (Ranece):
Philadelphia.

Live in a suburb of northeast

Both spouses have master's degrees.

The

husband is a systems analyst and the wife is a special
education teacher.

Both husband and wife are Lithuanian:

although born in the United States, they speak Lithuanian
at home.

They describe themselves as very active in the
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cultural activities of the local Lithuanian community.
The husband's family lives in Rhode Island, and the
within a short driving distance.

wi~'s

Their daughter was two

and a hal f at the time of the study.

Couple 20 (Bogdanov):

Live in a working-class

neighborhood in Northeast Philadelphia.

The

wi~'s

sister

and family live in an upstairs apartment, and her parents
live within several blocks.

She and her family immigrated

from Poland approximately ten years ago.

The husband is

Bulgarian, and his family remains in Bulgaria.
as students at a Polish university.

They met

The wife is a

fUll-time college student, and the husband, who has
completed two years of college, is employed as a copy
machine technician.

They speak primarily Polish at home.

Their daughter is ten months old.

Restatement of Research Goals

The following set of questions organized the analysis
of the interview material:
1.

Where is the family's conceptual boundary in

terms of who comprises the family?

What kinds of

explanations (for example biological, SOCial, etc.)

do

informants ofter in defining the family?
2.

What are the linguistic terms of address and

reference used by informants to express their
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relationships to in-laws?

3.

How do infOrmants organize graphic

representations of the f.amlly group, and what conceptual
elements do these nf.amily mapsn reflect?
5.

What is the range of descriptive terminology,

including figurative language, idioms and key images,
which characterize informants' discourse on the subject of
n f.amlly?n
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Chapter 4

WHO IS IN THE "FAMILY":
INFORMANTS' DESCRIPTIONS OF FAMILY BOUNDARIES

This chapter takes as its starting point the
notion that one of the central features of the experience
of "family" is a sense of boundary, or of who is and is
not part of the recognized collectivity.

It has been

noted that empirical studies of family network interaction
have tended to conceptualize the nuclear family as a
bounded system, consisting of parents and their children
residing together, and loosely linked to a wider network
of extended family members.

However, in this literature

the notion of boundary is usually unexamined from the
standpoint of the research subjects' conceptualizations of
It family.1t
In order to investigate this feature, two questions
were explored in the interviews:

1) who do informants see

as comprising their "families" and, 2) what explanations
do they offer for the conceptual boundaries they
delinoate:

that is, how do they account to an interviewer

for defining the family in the particular ways they do.
The following analysis deals, first, with the
responses given by informants to the question, Itwho do you
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usually think of as being in your family?"

The initial

fbcus of analysis is on specific aspects of the lists that
were generated in response to this question, including
their size and the nature of their membership, in order to
draw inferences about the character of the
conceptualization.

The second portion of the analysis

examines the definitions of "family" given by informants
in explaining the particular choices implied in the lists.
Variation in the structure and the content of
informants' explanatory statements are of particular
importance from a social constructivist perspective.
Informants who provide identical lists may offer different
accounts specifYing different criteria used in
constructing the lists.

Such differences illuminate the

process of social construction that underlies the
production of the list itsel f.
As noted in the introduction, the term, "family," as
an analytic category is used by the author in ways quite
distinct from informants' uses.

Beginning in this

chapter, the dissertation makes use of extensive excerpts
from the interview transcripts, in which the term,
"family," appears repeatedly.

To avoid possible confUsion

between these two kinds of uses, the fbllowing terminology
is defined.
First, the term, "geneological relationships" is used
as a broad analytic category to refer to relations
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constituted through biological descent or through legal
transactions.

Thus, "geneological relationships"

corresponds to Schneider's use of the term, relative
"persons related by blood or by marriage."

"Kin

relationships" are used in this report interchangeably
with "geneological relationships."

Because the term,

"relative," is used by informants in many senses, it is
not used as an analytic category per see

However, it is

sometimes used here to fUrther specifY "geneological
relationships," that is, to distinguish between "blood
relatives" and "in-laws."
In this chapter, the term, "family" is used to
identifY four distinct analytic categories.

These are

"nuclear family," "family of origin," "family of
marriage," and "extended family."

First, "nuclear family"

is used to refer to the informant and his or her spouse
and child.

"Family of origin" is that group into which

the informant was born, consisting of parents and
siblings.

"Extended family" refers to the larger network,

beyond the family of origin, of blood relatives and their
spouses and children.

Thus "extended family" includes the

informants' siblings' spouses and their children (i.e.
brothers- and sisterS-in-law, nieces and nephews), the
informants' parents' parents' (grandparents), aunts and
uncles and their spouses and children, as well as more
distant categories (e.g.

great aunts, second cousins,
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etc.).

Finally, "tamily of marriage" is used to denote

the infOrmant's spouse's family, including the spouse's
parents, siblings, siblings' spouses and children, and
more distant in-law relationships.

Aspects Of Interview Context

Before beginning a formal analysis of the lists,
however, it is important to consider the interview context
more broadly, both in terms of the interaction between
interviewer and informants, and the general qualitative
structure of the responses.

One response made by some

informants when asked to make a list of the individuals in
their families, was confUsion, and a request fbr fUrther
clarification of the initial instructions.

Of the fOrty

informants interviewed, nearly one half expressed some
confUSion or uncertainty about how to respond.

This

confUsion is well expressed in the fbllowing remarks:
My family I You mean the word, "tamily?"
how its being used.

Depends on

Family in the sense of immediate family, me, Megan
and my wi fa, or, when you say family.
•?
What do you mean by, everyone in my family? (I:
Well, who you consider to be family,) I guess so,
I'll fill up hal f the page, you mean close family?
or just my family?
there'd be so many people
I'd want to include, the boat's only so big, you
know.
Do they all have to be relatives?
These reactions to the task situation suggest that
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the confUsion is due to ambiguity of the term "f.amily,"
where the interviewer has not specified one of several
meanings, for example the household unit (i.e.

the

infbrmant, his or her spouse, and their small child), the
informant's f.amily of origin (including his or her parents
and siblings), or a much larger group consisting of
extended f.amily members or even friends.

David Schneider

(1980), whose work provides an important point of
departure for the present investigation has said that
"f.amily" as a cultural symbol,
can mean all of one's relatives, but "my f.amily" or
"the f.amily" means a unit which contains a husband
and wife and their child or children, all of whom are
kinds of relatives. "The immediate f.amily" is
another way of restricting the all inclusive scope of
"f.amily" from all relatives to very close ones (p.
30).
Thus Schneider argues that the primary meaning of
"f.amily," from which all others are derived is the
biological and residential unit of husband, wife, and
their children.

It is interesting to note that one

informant provided an explanation which closely fbllows
Schneider's:
Like I said, when somebody says to me f.amily, they
mean a father and a mother, or I interpret that as
being father, mother, and Ub, you know, kids, unless
the context would call fbr it to mean something else,
and uh, the broadest, I'm trying to use more or less
the broadest term. I mean I have cousins and that
sort of thing and then there's Susan's f.amily.
In a more general argument, Schneider emphasizes the
distinction, implied in this informant's comments, between
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words as they refer to cultural units, and as polysemic
terms whose range of meanings can be empirically studied
(p.4).

The responses of informants in these interviews

provides fUrther evidence of the semantic complexity of
the term in ordinary usage.

It is evident trom these data

that most informants, initially, considered a number of
Possible interpretations of the term, "family," and that
in the process of description and elaboration throughout
the interview, they used the word in a variety of
overlapping ways to refer to different constellations of
individuals, including, but not restricted to immediate
family, extended family and the family

0

f marriage.

One

goal of the analysis is to disentangle these various uses.
Despite this multifaceted, open-ended quality in
ordinary usage, there was also an implicit assumption on
the part of speakers that the term, "family," has a
standard, normative definition.

This was often reflected

subtly in the comments of informants as they began to
compose their lists:
Okay, the obyious ooes. and then MY mother and
father, and then HER mother and father, all her
sisters and brothers.
Well, obviously Betsey and Carrie are sort of like
immedia te family, and then there is also my family
which consists of my mother.

~

Here informants seem to note that the interviewer has
particular expectations concerning their responses (the
"obvious ones," in both cases, are the spouse and child).
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Sometimes such comments were more explicit, emphasizing
the consensual, common-sense nature of the interviewer's
question:
When you say "r.amily," the first thing that comes to
mind is of course your blood relatives and your
relatives by marriage, and •
Like I said, when somebody says to me "r.amily," ~
a father and a mother, or I interpret that as
being father, mother, and uh, you know, kids unless
the context would call fbr it to mean something else,

~

In the last example, the informant explicitly assumes the
perspective of the other speaker.
In another case, a women began the interview by
volunteering that her father had died when she was a child
and her mother was a schizophrenic, and that she was
raised by an aunt and uncle.

Her natural mother was not

included in her family list, nor was she mentioned again.
However in framing the rest of the interview with this
story, the informant taCitly made reference to a
definition of "family" that she assumed was the one
expected by the interviewer (i.e.

"r.amily" includes one's

natural parents) -- a definition that she expressly
rejects in her subsequent responses.
It is also important to recognize that these
"idealizations" or assumed definitions of the term vary
from one account to the next:

although individual

informants are alike in assuming that they share with the
interViewer a common frame of reference, they differ
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widely in the kinds

0

f de fini tions that are assumed.

In

some cases, "family" is taken to mean a broad social
category, like blood relatives, while in other accounts it
is interpreted more narrowly as one's spouse and child.
It is crucial to attend to the definitions and
distinctions implied in informants' initial comments in
order to make sense of their reasoning procedures
throughout the rest of the interview.
One methodological point which must be considered is
the way in which the wording of questions, as well as the
interviewer's presentation of the research aims may have
influenced informants' responses.

The example described

above in which the informant omitted her mother from the
family lists is one illustration of the way in which
informants organize their accounts based on their
assumptions concerning the expectations of the
interviewer.

In terms of the types of responses given to

the listing task, it is likely that informants were
implicitly encouraged to expand their frames of reference
and consider larger family networks because of the way in
which the study was presented to them in initial telephone
contacts:

as a study on the subject of "family and family

relationships," in which questions would be asked about
communication with various family members (see Methods
section for a description of the recruitment procedure.)
In the context of that introductory statement, questions
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about who is considered "f.amny" would perhaps predispose
more wide-ranging answers than if the question had been
asked in other contexts or in other ways.

FamHy Lists- Size

As a means of framing the analysis of the definitions
and accounts later in this chapter, the fbllowing section
presents a descriptive analysis of the f.amily lists in
terms of their size and the identity of individuals or
groups included.

To facilitate the discussion of these

dimensions, a series of summary tables are included.
However, the presentation of these data in table fbrmat
should not distract from the more central qualitative
analyses, which do not lend themselves to simple tabular
presentation.
The crudest descriptor of the f.amily lists is size,
which refers to the total number of individuals listed by
each informant.

This dimension provides one indicator of

the extensiveness of the informants' investment in kin
relationships, and thus the extent to which each embraces
a more global, expansive, or more limited conception of
"f.amily."

Of course, the use of "size" as a measure in

this way is confounded somewhat by the size of the
informant's family of origin, to the extent that most
informants include members of their f.amily of origin in
their lists.

Yet those who extend the boundaries of
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"family" beyond the nuclear family and original family,
and include more distant relatives or non-kin in their
lists, will, in a general sense, tend to have longer lists
than those who restrict their definitions to nuclear
family members.
In analyzing the family lists, simple numerical
computations of size were difficult to make in some cases,
because, while most informants listed only particular
family members, others included entire classes of kin.
The following are examples of two types of list:
Informant A

Informant B

My husband
My son
My mom and dad
Kelly and Diane (my sisters)
Mother-in-law
Danny (husband's brother)
Sarah (Husband's brother's
wife)
Husband's father and stepmother
Doraccio family (neighbors)
Aunt Kitty

wife
son
Mother and Father
Wife's mother and father
Wife's sisters and brothers
My Sister and her husband
Grandparents
My
My

Aunts and Uncles
Cousins

These lists are similar in several respects.

Both

informants have included their spouses and children, and
both have included all members of their families of
origin, i.e.

parents and siblings.

Both informants have

also included in-laws and extended family members.

An

important difference, however, is the inclusion of general
kin classes ("aunts and uncles," "cousins") by Informant
B, as compared with the inclusion by Informant A of
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specific individuals ("Aunt Kitty").

The inclusion of

such generalized categories implies a different way of
conceptualizing the "family," than do those who single out
specific individuals within classes.

In the latter

instance, the concept of "t.amily" is one which gives
priority to the nature of the social relationships between
the participants.

Schneider (1980) has suggested that one

of the Significant features of the American kinship system
is its voluntaristic nature, which is expressed in a
number

0

f way s •

At one level the relative is a person and the person
of the relative is compounded of elements from a
variety of different domains, only one of which is
kinship.
the rule governing who is and who is
not a relative is so precisely ambiguous, the
application of the rule leads to just such empirical
regularities as I here reviewed.
(p. 75).
It is apparent in these interviews that the
definition of "family," like the definition of who is a
relative, entails a certain set of choices or options
which are available to the individual.

Schneider's notion

of voluntarism or selectivity provides a use f\.l1 framework
for the analysis of the family lists.

Some of the lists

would seem to represent a high degree of selectivity, but
for others, and particularly fbr those who include entire
kin classes, the voluntaristic aspects of "kinship" are
underemphasized.

The "lumping" of relatives into classes,

thus, seems to be a signficant aspect of some informants'
overall conceptions of family.

This will be discussed
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fUrther in the context of the interview material.

At this

pOint, it is interesting to note, however, that among
those who did include undifferentiated kin categories in
constructing their lists, there was fUrther variation in
the specificity with which the kin classes were mentioned.
One woman, for example, listed
husband
son
mother and father
sisters and brother
brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law
nieces and nephews
Gram
cousins
cousins-in-Iaw
This informant was carefUl to distinguish "cousins,"
consanguineals, trom "cousins-in-Iaw," or those related
affinally.

This list connotes more specificity than that

constructed by another woman,
husband
son
mother
brothers and family
in-laws
all relatives
Indeed, among the entire group of forty lists this one
represents an extreme degree of generality.
Of the total sample, roughly one fOurth included
general kin classes, so that in these cases the variable,
"size," was difficult to calculate.

However, in several

of these cases a more precise calculation of size could be
retrieved with supplementary data trom the family maps.
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An informant might, fOr example, represent the "cousin"
category on the map by denoting each of her cousins with
one figure.

In other cases, however, informants chose to

represent kin categories collectively, with a single
figure.

After analyzing the lists and maps together,

there remained six informants for whom "size" could not be
calculated.

In a sense, these individuals could be

described simply as having very extensive lists.

For the

purposes of the following analysis, these six cases have
been assigned a maximum value.
Table 1 describes list size according to median
values and ranges for each social class group.

Because

sample medians are based on ranked values rather than
nUmerical values, the six cases designated as "very large"
were also included.
It was anticipated that some of the variation in
conceptions of family could be accounted for by the gender
and socio-economic status of the informants.

The

literatUre (see, fOr example, Firth, 1956) had suggested
that women would reveal larger conceptual networks.

In

addition, pilot interviews conducted prior to the present
investigation had suggested that women would be more
likely to include husbands and husbands' families than men
would be to include their wives and wives' families.

With

regard to socio-economic economic status and family
conceptions, the research of Farber (1981) had suggested
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Table 1

List Size for Lower and Qpper Middle-class Informants
Lower

tpper

Combined

5

3

3

Husbands 5
Wives
13

7
3

5
3

37·

32·

37·

Husbands 36·
Wives
37·

32
32·

36·
37·

18

20

18.5
17

19.5
21.5

Minimum

Maximum

Median

23.5

Husbands 28
Wives
23.5
Number of
"Large"
5
Husbands
Wives

4
1

6
0
1

4
2

• for these groups, at least one informant
had a list of indeterminable size ("large"). The
values given are the maximum fbr those
informants whose lists were not "large."
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that differences in kinship orientation, specifically the
ways in which geneological distances are reckoned, are
related to educational level.
While dealing with somewhat different issues, these
earlier studies indicated that, with regard to size of
conceptual family network, comparisons of the sexes and
socio-economic groups were promising lines of inquiry.
In this sample of informants, there was little
difference between the sexes in size of the lists.

The

median for men was 19.5, while the median for women was
only slightly larger, 21.5.

Socio-economic status

revealed slightly larger, though still insignificant
differences.

For the middle class as a whole, the median

was 18, while that of the lower middle class group was
23.5.
Perhaps a more significant finding in relation to
social class is the fact that five of the six informants
who included kin classes, or nlumped n individuals into
groups were working class informants.

Although the small

number of families interviewed does not permit any
statistical significance to be ascribed to this pattern,
it does suggest a possible conceptual difference between
the two socio-economic groups.

Farber's (1981) work is

again relevant to the interpretation of this difference.
As noted earlier, Farber presented a typology of
conceptions of kinship, each corresponding to a particular
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historical and legal tradition (e.g.
Civil Law).

Judaic Law, Roman

He then attempted to identif.Y the various

ideological commitments and the conceptual features
associated with each of these models.

One dimension

underlying the various kinship orientations is what Farber
terms the "degree of interest in kinship as a general
principle" (p.

166) and it concerns the symbolic

functions of kinship, rather than purely behavioral
indices of kinship interaction.

This interest in kinship

may be manifest in several ways, for example, in the
degree of interest in one's famiy biography or "roots," or
in recognizing the general priority of f.amily commitments
over obligations to friends.

Farber found that such

attitudes characterize the model of kinship which tends to
be overrepresented among less educated segments of the
population.

It is possible that such a principle would

find expression in the listing of f.amily members according
to kin class, rather than personal relationship.

If so,

these data would tend to support Farber's findings.

As a

possible conceptual distinction, this feature is also
suggested in the family maps and the interview material,
and will be developed further in the analysis of the
interview transcripts.

Composition of Lists
The family lists were also analyzed in terms of their
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composition, or the nature of the relationships specified.
Five types of relationship were considered, and each list
was examined for the presence or absence of each one.

The

first four types referred to different aspects of
geneological relationship:

nuclear family (i.e.

spouse

and child), family of origin (parents and siblings),
family of marriage (spouse's parents and siblings), and
the extended family (i.e.

cousins, aunts, and uncles.)

The fifth type of relationship was the inclusion of
non-kin, for example individuals described as "friends" or
"neighbors."

This system of classification was not

intended as an exhaustive description, but it did allow
some comparison of the data with Schnieder's findings and
with those of other researchers.
Table 2 presents the frequencies for each category of
relationship:

the frequencies for husbands and wives have

been fUrther separated into lower and upper middle-class
sub-groups.
Comparison of the overall frequencies reveals that
"family of origin" was the most frequently specified kin
category.

Of the entire group of forty, all but three

included their parents and siblings in their lists.
"Nuclear family" (i.e.

spouse and child) was the second

most frequently included type, appearing on thirty-four of
the fbrty lists.

However, the significance of its

omission on six of the lists is difficult to assess
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Table 2
Kin Categories Included by Husbands and Wives
Kin Category
Husbands
yes no

Wives
yes no

Overall
yes no

Nuclear Family
tpper middle
Lower middle

8
8

2
2

9
9

Total

16

4

18

Upper middle
Lower middle

10
10

0
0

Total

20

Upper middle
Lower middle
Total

17
17

3
3

2

34

6

8
10

2
0

18
20

2
0

0

18

2

38

2

7
8

3
2

8
8

2
2

15
16

5
4

15

5

16

4

31

9

tpper middle
Lower middle

3
6

7
4

3
4

7
6

6
10

14
10

Total

9

11

7

13

16

24

Upper middle
Lower middle

2
1

8
9

0 10
4 6

2
5

18
15

Total

3

17

4 16

7 33

Family

0

f Origin

Family of Marriage

Extended Family

Non-kin
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because three of the six included the spouse's family even
though they omitted the spouse.

These informants seemed

to include their nuclear families implicitly.

Thus one

informant said, at a later point in the interview,
You know in that thing for family I didn't put my own
family, my wife and my son, that of course would be
first and foremost, and I just include us as ~ and
what I don't realize is I'm speaking for myself and
not them too.
To the extent that this was true for the other five
informants, the category of "nuclear family" may be less
usefUl than the other categories in revealing real
differences in conceptions of family.
One primary trend was that informants were more
likely to include members of the family of marriage than
they were to include extended family members.

Thirty-one

included their spouse's family members, as compared to
only sixteen out of forty who included members of the
extended family.

This finding is consistent with

Schneider's observations concerning the way in which
Americans tend to define their kinship networks.

There

are, he suggests, two theoretically possible ways of
increasing the number of kinsmen actively engaged in a
particular network -- through the addition of the
consanguineals of spouses (i.e.

in-laws), or through the

inclusion of more distant consanguineal kin (e.g.
aunts and uncles, second cousins).

great

Schneider asserts that

American informants are more likely to augment their
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family networks by the addition of relatives who are
related by marriage rather than by the addition of
extended family members.

Americans tend, by and large, to

forget distant col laterals and distant ascendents.

This

trend is supported by the patterns of inclusion exhibited
among this group as well.

It suggests that "family" is

more likely to be defined in relation to the family
network as it is constituted in ongoing habits of
interaction, rather than through symbolic identification
with ancestors or distant relatives.
Certain trends were anticipated prior to the analysis
of the family lists, concerning social-class and gender.
Following the notion that women would tend to have larger
conceptual family networks than men, it was expected that
they would be more likely to include the family of
marriage and extended family than men would.

It was also

anticipated that lower middle-class informants would be
more likely to include these relationship types than upper
middle-class informants.
dif~rence

In tact, there was virtually no

between the sexes or the socio-economic groups

with regard to the frequency with which family of marriage
was included.

There was a slight difference between upper

and lower middle class groups in the inclusion of extended
family members.

Fifty per cent of the lower middle class,

as compared to thirty per cent of the upper middle-class
were more likely to include "extended family" in their
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family lists.
The analysis of the category of "non-kin" revealed
more explicit patterns.

"Non-kin" was the least frequent

type of relationship to be included in the lists.
Overall, only seven out of forty informants included such
individuals.

However comparison of the distributions does

reveal a concentration of "non-kin" among lower
middle-class women.

That is, all £bur women who included

"non kin" were lower middle class, while among the
husbands, only one was lower middle class.
Another feature of the non-kin category is that it
tends to co-occur with most or all of the other
categories.

In other words, informants who list non-kin

are likely to list the other relationship categories as
well, rather than to substitute such individuals in place
of relatives or kin classes.

Analysis of the interview

transcripts revealed numerous statements in which friends
and neighbors are designated as optional or "fictive" kin
(e.g.

"he's like a father to me.)

The significance of

this pattern will be explored fUrther in the analysis of
descriptive terminology in Chapter 7.

Definitions of "Family"

The analysis to this point has attempted to show that
the term, "family," tends to denote a social group whose
membership is not rigidly fixed, but, rather, varies
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widely across informants.

The next phase of the studY

explored the concept fUrther, through analysis of portions
of the interview transcripts.

Particular attention was

given to the verbal definitions of "f.amlly" offered by
informants.

In the course of constructing the f.amlly

lists, informants were encouraged to reflect on what they
wrote, and to explain why they did or did not consider
various individuals as family members.

This was the first

aspect of the interview transcripts to be analyzed, that
is those passages in which informants discussed the rules
or criteria used for admitting individuals to the category
of f.amily.

In this sense the lists served as a vehicle

for encouraging them to explore the meaning of the term,
to formulate definitions and to try out different
constructs.

It also provided an opportunity tbr them to

identifY any individuals or kin classes who were excluded
and to explain why.

In the following section emphasis

will be placed on the kinds of explicit definitions which
were offered in response to direct questions -- in
contrast to later stages of the analysis which will deal
with the meaning of the concept less directly through
patterns in the use of descriptive terminology.
The following passages from three interviews
illustrate the way in which the interviewer tried to
elicit this material:
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( I: Did you have any general rule in mind for
including these people in your list?) The rule I
think is how often I see them, or keep in contact,
you know, I don't, there's no hate or anything like
that toward my lhcle Frank or Aunt Ann, my mom just
feels •
she'd just sooner not be involved with
them.
that's the reason, the one's I keep in
contact with.
(I: Was there any general rule you were thinking of
for including these people?) No, only that I was
still, like I said, there's no big problems, no
separations, they'd be counted on if you needed help
or something. (I: So you don't ordinarily, when
you're thinking about your family, include -- cousins
or aunts or uncles?) No, cause I really don't see
them that much.
(I: So, family to you is --) If they'll stick by
you. If they're blood they'll stick by you.
In terms of their content, these informants make
reference to various criteria pertaining to aspects of
SOCial relationships:

frequency of contact and emotional

solidarity in the first example, norms of social support
in the second, and SOCial support as tied to biological
relationship in the third.

Despite these difterences in

content, however, there are broad similarities in their
form in the sense that they fbrmulate "rules" and make
general statements about the meaning of the term ("The
rule I think is how often I see them ••• "

"they'd be

coun ted on if you needed help ••• ", "I f they'll stick by
you.") There were also other ways in which the definitions
were formulated.

Some informants oftered broad, inclusive

definitions and then qualified them by the addition of
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other more restrictive criteria.

The following passage

illustrates this second type of account:
(I: Was there any general rule or reason you were
thinking of, fbr including these people?) Like I
said, when somebody says to me family, they mean a
father and a mother, or I interpret that as being
father, mother, and uh, you know, kids, unless the
context would call fbr it to mean something else.
And Uh, the broadest, I'm trying to use more or less
the broadest term. I mean I have cousins and that
sort of thing and then there's Susan's family which I
guess could be considered my family, but I, I just
don't -- (I: You don't ordinarily,) Well, I consider
them family, in general, but not my family, since I
don't like em (laughs).
In this case, a more expansive, geneologically based
definition which includes cousins and in-laws is narrowed,
on the basis of personal feelings.

likes.

There were also informants who employed an even
looser analytical structure, in which they enumerated the
specific criteria used to include or exclude particular
individuals:
(I: Did you have any particular rule or reason in
mind •
?) No, well I was considering not
including aunts and uncles, but they're my parents'
brothers and sisters and her parents' brothers and
sisters, so, yeah, I think they should be included in
the tamily, but I don't consider my sister's
husband's father or his brothers or anything like
that -- I just consider the marriage and that's it.
Although the term "family" is not explicitly defined
here, one could infer that geneological relationship is a
salient featUre because the informant has specified the
biological connection between his parents and aunts and
uncles ("They're my parents' brothers and sisters ••• ") as
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the criterion fOr their inclusion.

Yet this is not stated

directly, as it was in some other accounts.

These

examples illustrate the variation among informants in the
explicitness and generality of definitions.
In some cases, the process by which the list was
constructed is very transparent:
(I:

Did you have any particular rule or reason •
?) Okay, well I would say ~self, brothers, by ~
brothers I include like brothers and their FAMILIES.
You know, that's how I would and then my in-laws, you
know, that's my FAMILY. (I: Okay, who would in-laws
be?) My husband's parents and her brothers and
sisters and his brothers and sisters, aunts and
uncles, (I: Oh, you mean your husband's mother's --)
My husband's FAMILY. My in-laws. And even then my
rela, I'm thinkin like immediate family but I mean my
other relatives and everything too. I don't have em
down here, you know, my mother's side of the family,
my father's side of the family, you know, so all
relatives I guess.
This informant specifies successive classes of
kin ("my brothers and their families," "my hUsband's
parents and her brothers and sisters," "my hUsband's
family,") moving from smaller, specified groups to larger,
unbounded classes and finally redefining her list as "all
relatives."

Thus, she discovers her own rule in the

process of giving a definition.

While some informants

stated their interpretations in a conCise, general fOrm,
and others in a more expanded, processual way, there were
some who found the question about "rules or reasons"
puzzling: (I: Did you have any general rule or reason
in mind for including these people?) Kind of the
people who came to mind? (I: Well was there anyone
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you thought of including.
?) Thought about
it, she's kind of a sister-in-law, her name's Patty,
she's living with my brother-in-law.
(I: Did you have any general rule or reason in mind
for including these people?) I don't understand what
you mean. (Well, to you, your sister's husband is
part of your family, as you think about it, even
though he's not a -- ) He's not a blood relative but
in any circumstance I would have occasion to see my
sister I would also be seeing him. So, uh, he's
included •
This variation in the way informants constructed their
responses provides an important starting point fOr the
analysis of definitions of "family," because it raises
several questions regarding the significance and
interpretation of informants' explanations.

On

one hand,

this variation in the way definitions are fOrmulated may
indicate that there are underlying rules or criteria which
guide the individual in his selection process, yet which
are not easily generalized or expressed in propositional
form.

Alternatively, it may be, that we have no

internalized categorical scheme, but rather a general
sense of who is family and who is not, so that when asked,
we are able to some degree to generate "rules" which
describe this conceptual network.

These questions invite

consideration of a more general theoretical issue
concerning the psychological "validity" or "reality" of
models of kinship, and the process by which the informant
observes and makes sense of his own responses.

In the

present investigation, the analysis of the family lists
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suggested that there are basic conceptual distinctions
which motivate the classification of who constitutes
"family."

For example, some informants identified groups

of limited size, consisting only of near blood relatives
(such as parents and siblings), while others identified
extensive networks made up of neighbors and friends, as
well as blood relatives and in-laws.

In everyday

experience, there may be no cultural context in which the
rules for making such distinctions are articulated.

It is

the interviewer who creates such a context.
Both philosophers and linguists have been concerned
with the signi ficance of concepts and their role in
language.

Householder has written,

If we are not to be caught in an infinite regress, we
cannot suppose that speaking is a kind of translation
(as is often done); we "think some profound thought
(in an unknown form) and then 'code' it or translate
i t from the unknown form into English. If this were
so, then it is diff1cult to imagine what the
underlying form of thought could be but another
language -- one, alas, inaccessible to study, but
about which we could ask again how thoughts are put
into this form. (1971), p. 22, quoted in Coulter,
1973) •
The comments of one informant, quoted on the preceding
page, are striking in this respect, because they reveal a
process in which the speaker moves from particular
instances to a general category in the course of
clarif.Ying verbally to the interviewer.

Here it is

problematic to assume that the informant had any
superordinate concept of "family" as equivalent to
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"relatives," apart from the emergence of her statements in
the interview situation.

These issues will be explored

fUrther in the methodological and theoretical assessment
of the final chapter.

At this point in the analysis,

however, they underscore the importance of caution in
interpreting any particular statement in isolation from
the larger context of the interview.

Criteria !hed in Def1n1ni "Family"

In exploring the content of these definitions, one
aim was to examine the various kinds of criteria used by
informants to define "family."

The following section

presents a list of all statements in which the criteria of
inclusion were explicitly stated by informants.

As

indicated in the preceding section, there were cases where
informants offered no explicit statements or definitions,
and other cases in which multiple definitions or multiple
criteria were offered.

The following list represents a

compilation of all the accounts and is intended to
indicate the range of definitions and criteria which
occurred in the set of interviews as a whole.

these are the people I'm closest to.
people who are closer than others to me.
people that live in the same house almost, and you
know, daily activities,
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the amount of contact
if they'll stick by you, if they're blood they'll stick
by you.
when somebody says to me f.amlly, they mean a father and
a mother or I interpret that as being father, mother, and
uh, you know, kids,
-- when I think of f.amlly, I think of people who are close
to me
-- Basically its ones that I consider, I think of as my
more immediate f.amily as opposed to those who are related
but more distant.
they'd be counted on if you needed help or something.
I chose my immediate relatives because we see them more
often than we see or visit or go over to Irene's mother's
house.
-- these are the people, if I have to talk to someone,
this is who I would go to if I had to talk to somebody
-- of course your blood relatives and your relatives by
marriage or whatever and like I said, certain people you
might conslder f.amlly that aren't blood relatives, that
you feel as close to
the people I see and know and relate with.
anyone that I could say, "Stephie, this is Aunt
so-and-so,"
-- there's the family you were born into, nuclear famlly,
there's a f.amily that you marry into, when you get
married, I consider those family, my brother-in-law and
sisters-in-law, there's the f.amlly of God,
-- People that I'm close to, that we see alot of, yeah I
guess its sort of an extended f.amlly.
-- People that I see on a regular basis, and people that
al way s know about what's going on in my Ii fa ,
I consider "familyn to be all my relatives that I stay
in contact with.
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-- I consider Ann and Mary ~ t.amily now, but if I said we
were going to get together fbr a t.amily get-togther it
would usually be me, Ann, her mom and dad, brothers and
sisters, and my mom and brothers and sisters. Like if we
have a party or something,
the basic people that are in your lite almost everyday.
Well, mostly people I see most often and most of the
people I see or, see or considered as family is people we
get together with, not so much fbr reunions but for big
celebrations, for christenings.
As a way of summarizing these responses, the stated
criteria can be grouped into the fbllowing categories:
1) frequency of social contact
2) intimacy of personal relationship

3) norms of obligation and support
4) geneological relationship
These four categories account fbr all but two of the
responses quoted above.

(In addition, one informant gave

a definition based on residence:
same house":

"people that live in the

and another mentioned naming practices as

part of the process of self-definition:

"anyone that I

could say, 'Stephie, this is Aunt so-and-so.'") The last
example will be considered fUrther at a later point in the
discussion.
Examination of these categories reveals that the most
commonly cited reasons for designating someone as a t.amlly
member pertain to aspects of the social relationships of
the parties.

Frequency of contact and personal intimacy

were the most prominent criteria mentioned.

Although
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several definitions made reference in general terms to
norms of obligation and support (e.g.

"If they'll stick

by you"), this was not mentioned in most accounts.

This

is not to suggest that these couples did not receive
financial or other tangible supports from their families
-- as later questions revealed, there was a great deal of
economic exchange taking place within the families of both
socio-economic sub-groups.

Yet this form of interaction

was not mentioned initially in most of the accounts.
Of the entire group, only a very small proportion
mentioned geneo10gica1 criteria explicitly -- in other
words, used biological or legally transacted relationships
as the basis for a definition of family.

What is striking

in these interviews, however, is the variety of ways in
which geneo10gica1 criteria were implicitly referred to.
This feature has already been alluded to, first, in the
discussion of how informants frequently assume that the
term, "family," has some standard, shared referent, and
secondly, in the description of the various processes by
which informants construct an account of their "rules."
The following passage provides a fUrther illustration of
the way in which geneo10gica1 elements often underlay the
explanation of reasoning procedures:
(I:
mind?) Well,
family [i.e.
know best and

did you have any rule or reason in
after I listed my family, immediate
wife and child], I went to the people I
that was on my Side, my parents and my
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sister, and then just going from my father's side of
the family to my mother's side of the family. Then I
went to [Jurate's] I didn't mention much about my
father-in-Iaw's side of the family cause there isn't
that much, he had a sister in Boston.
it was
immediacy and then just arbitrary choice of going to
the male side and then the female side, I quickly
went down the male side (end of tape).
Although he uses a criterion of social intimacy ("the
people I know best") to describe the initial process of
selection, the informant also organizes his list according
to relationships of "immediacy" and "sides" or lines of
descent.

In this sense, the order of selection is tar

from "arbitrary."
Many definitions also made implicit reference to the
unboundedness of the family group, to the notion that in
Schneider's terms, the range of kinsmen has no clear,
categorical limit.
(I:
rule or reason in mind?) Well, these
are my family. (h, this is here and then hers, I
consider to be my family too. (I: How about like
aunts and uncles, or cousins?) Oh, lots of those.
(I: Are they family too?) Aunts, uncles,
grandparents, I can go on and on, I got whew, I could
fill that sheet and another sheet.
Several informants showed hesitation or resistance to
the idea of making a list, on the grounds of having too
big a family.

For example, one woman said,

Are you serious? I have a very extensive famiy and
we're a very close family, cousins on top of cousins,
I have maybe a hundred cousins because there are
eight in my mother's family, everyone of them has
from three to five kids, each one of those kids
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already has kids, that's just the first cousins, I
have second cousins •••
Thus, her initial frame of reference is biological
relationship.

This emphasis on size which appeared in a

number of accounts again suggests a conception of family
as equivalent to "all relatives."
Because these implicit references to biological or
geneological ties, often underlay explicit references to
the social relationships among family members, it was
difficult to characterize the accounts as entirely one or
the other.

In some cases, the logic implied in these

statements was one in which an initial definition based on
geneological criteria was limited or qualified through
consideration of additional social criteria.

Another

example illustrates this process:
These are the people I'm closest to, I think. Like I
didn't include aunts and uncles cause I'm not really
that close to my aunts and uncles, I've lived away
from my relatives •
In most cases, it is difficult to discern in the
explanations a specific logical or temporal sequence in
which criteria are introduced.

It may be most accurate to

characterize the accounts generally as exemplifYing a
process in which informants weigh a number of different
kinds of evidence, including what they regard as the
standard, cultural definition of "family," as well as
personal experiences and feelings and, often, discover a
lack of harmoQY among these elements.
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Thus far, the analysis has focussed on the various
criteria that enter into the discrimination of who
constitutes "family," and on the relationships among these
criteria as they are implied in informants' accounts.
What has not been discussed is the way in which informants
often elaborated on their definitions of "family" so as to
suggest distinctive themes or emphases.

For example, it

has been noted that the criterion mentioned most
frequently by informants in the designation of who is
"family" is the criterion of social contact (e.g.
ones we see most often").

"the

As the compilation of explicit

definitions indicates, this criterion is, typically,
mentioned in very general terms.

However, one theme which

distinguished several accounts was the extended
description of particular activities and occasions in
which the family collectively participates:
as parties, weddings, fUnerals and vacations.

contexts such
These

descriptions suggest that, for some families, such
activities operate symbolically, serving as opportunities
for the family to de fine itsel f.
Well, mostly people I see most often and most of the
people I see or, see or considered as family is
people we get together with, not so much fbr reunions
but for big celebrations, fbr christenings and when
we get together there'll be twenty or twenty- five of
us and those are the people I see most often.
These are occasions in which the family group affirms its
identity as a family,.

Another said,
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these are my mother's sisters or brothers, the next
people are my mother's cousins. We did keep in touch
with them too and the reason we do, the reason we
kept together like that is throughout the years
someone was constantly waiting fbr someone to come
[trom Poland], and when they came they wanted to see
the whole family together •
so we got into the
habit of making these family gatherings.
Here there is an emphasis on "family" as a collectivity,
rather than an aggregate of individuals, a feature
corresponding to Farber's concept of "corporateness":
Insofar as the kindred is endowed with corporate
qualities, it has a "reality" beyond its individual
members. Corporate entities provide guidelines for
conduct in principle. This attribute permits
corporate units to perform functions of a symbolic
nature over and above the mundane services of any
individuals (1981, p. 166).
As they are described in these interviews, the occasions
may be formal and infrequent or more casual, but what is
significant about them, in many cases, is the implicit
rationale that these are opportunities for the family to
constitute itsel f as a family.

They are characterized by

a kind of Circularity in which the family specifies its
identity through participation in the event, and, at the
same time, the event defines who is included in the
family.

For example,

I consider Ann and Harnie my family now, but if I
said we were going to get together fbr a family
get-together it would usually be me, Ann, her
parents, her Sisters, my parents, •
like if we
have a party or something.
Thus, there is a family membership "list" which is
impliCitly invoked in the staging of these events.

They
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are significant in marking the family boundary.
McLain and Weigert have called attention to the
communicative significance of f.amily ritual in this
regard, and to the creation and corroboration of family
meaning in ritual behavior:
Events ranging from births and deaths of members to
the repetitive exigencies of everyday life are likely
to be constituted and presented as rituals.
In
ritual behavior, f.amily members create and maintain a
sense of social structure, experienced as unique to
themselves and as fashioning a family world that is
plausible and meaningfUl, i.e. as real. (1979, p.
188) •

The descriptions of family gatherings may be seen as
one way in which informants contextualized their responses
to the interviewer's initial question about who
constitutes "family."

In contrast to these, others

introduced different kinds of contexts related to their
membership in social groups such as the church.

There

were two inibrmants in particular who provided highly
formulaic definitions for "f.amily," based on the rhetoric
of their religious affiliation:
There's different levels of family, I guess if you
want my in-put on this, there's the f.amily you were
born into, nuclear family, there's a f.amily that you
marry into, when you get married, I consider those
family, my brother-in-law and sisters-in-law, there's
the family of God, we're born-again Christians and we
believe that as Christians we're a family, so it can
kind 0 f extend to di fferent meanings.
And another:
I basically listed em in order of importance to me.
I forgot about grandparents, you know, but God is
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always first in f.amily relationships, then Carol and
then Jenni~r, then mother and father, cause they're
the ones responsible for bringing me up and making me
the way I am.
These last examples are of interest fbr several
reasons:

first, they are contrastive with the majority of

definitions which had no such fbrmulas or rules.
Furthermore, they are prescriptive in form, suggesting
what a f.amily should be, rather than what criteria define
a f.amily, and they make reference to general principles of
concerning f.amily role position and hierarchy over
interpersonal relations.

They are highly contrastive with

the following, more "typical" account:
My father has three brothers and they each have
wives, kids, the whole bit, and I'll be, I don't
really like them either, to tell you the truth, so we
don't see much of them.
so when I think of
f.amily, extended f.amily, and sure, they are f.amily by
name, they all carry ~ last name, but again, I don't
consider them as f.amily. But we're related
certainly.
Finally, another informant mentioned her ethnic
background as relevant to her ideas about who is "f.amily":
I still consider ~ father "f.amily," but he's not
living, and then all siblings, siblings' spouses,
children. I'm from an Italian family, what I've been
finding since I've been married is that my family is
really getting limited to this because befOre my
aunts, uncles and cousins were all pretty primary
kind of people but with the change in li~style,
marriage and now Sarah, I find that you really get
limited •
Here, the phrase, "Italian f.amily," is used to identi1Y a
particular set of values and attitudes which emphasize the
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centrality of extended family relationships.

These

values, she implies, are not suited to modern conditions,
in which the time and resources available fbr such
relationships are limited.
The general pattern which emerges from the
analysis of the family lists and the verbal accounts is
one of selective definition, where the notion of kinship,
defined in terms of biological or legal relationships, is
distinct from the concept of "family.n Despite this
general trend, however, individual accounts vary widely in
the particular social elements which they stress and in
the ways that the notion of boundary is expressed.

As we

have seen, the interview questions elicited from some
informants, implicit references to the unboundedness of
the family, in the sense that "family" is comprised of all
relatives, whether or not they are personally known by the
informant.

These informants go on to limit the total

universe of relatives based on other kinds of
considerations.

In this sense, the notion of "family

boundaryn is subject to revision in the course of the
discussion.
There were also some families for whom the de fini tion
of nfamilyn emerged out of the description of significant
family events or rituals.

For these families there is a

circularity in the process by which the family gathering
supports the view of who is part of the family group, and
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at the same time, the tamily specifies its identity
through participation in the event.

For these informants,

the question of boundary, of who is "family" is an ongoing
concern.

Finally, there were those who conceived of

"family" in relation to their membership in religious or
ethnic groups, and these identities, in turn, informed
their notion of who is and is not "family."
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Chapter 5

TERMS OF ADDRESS AND REFERENCE
IN IN-LAW RELATIONSHIPS

To explore the ways in which informants understand
the concept of "family," the investigation has examined
their explicit statements and definitions in order to see
what kinds of relations or criteria are cited as the basis
for the classification of who is "family" and who is not.
This chapter assumes a different starting point, for it
deals with the linguistic terms used by informants in
addressing and referring to their in-laws:

the fbcus here

is on how conceptions of "family" are realized in
conversation in face-to-face situations among family
members.

The specific aims are to describe the variety of

forms which are used to address and make reference to
mother-in-law and father-in-law, and to examine the ways
in which informants account fbr the particular fbrms they
use.
Schneider (1980) has pointed out the diversity of
relationship terms used by Americans in addressing
in-laws:

for example, parental terms such as mom and dad,

first names, and "no-names."

Given this range of choices,

the use of any particular term by an individual would
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appear to be significant as a way of expressing attitudes
and feelings or of defining relationships.

However, the

significance of particular terms, like that of the family
lists analyzed in the previous chapter, can only be
understood through an exploration of informants'
descriptions and explanations.
The following comments typifY the reactions of the
informants when asked about the terms they use in talking
to their in-laws:
It's wierd that you ask that. It's, I'm just
startin, well, I don't really know what to call em, I
still teel funny.
An interesting issue.
discussion.

A matter of some family

That was always a difficulty. Now that we have our
daughter, I call his mother Grandmom •
Yeah, it was, well wasn't really awkward, kind of
right after we got married, , I'm more family -- I
guess you'd say more family-oriented than Karen is •
The relationship between individuals and their
spouses' parents tends to be an asymmetric one in terms of
age and generational status, and this may, in part,
account for the pervasive awkwardness that was described
by informants.

The work of Brown and Ford (1964) and

Brown and Gilman (1980) on power and solidarity dimensions
underlying patterns of address provides one perspective.
In analyzing more than twenty languages according to their
usage of familiar and polite second-person pronouns, Brown
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and Gilman found a general, non-reciprocal pattern:
familiar form (e.g.

the

"tun in French) tended to be directed

to persons of lower status and to intimates, while the
polite form ("vous") was directed to higher status
individuals and to non-intimates.

In studies which

followed Brown and Gilman, others have attempted to
explicate the social and cultural norms associated with
patterns of address.

This work has often emphasized

sociological attributes of the conversational participants
relative to each other -- attributes such as age, gender
and social position.

One well-known example is

Friedrich's (1972) analysis of literary texts from
nineteenth century Russia, including the novels of Tolstoy
and Dostoevsky, to see how a complex social caste system
was articulated through patterns of pronominal use.

Using

Friedrich's material, Ervin-Tripp (1973) went on to
construct a model in which she attempted to prioritize the
various criteria that speakers in that cultural milieu
nineteenth century Russia -- would attend to in the
selection of appropriate address forms.
In the present investigation, however, the use of
linguistic terms is examined within one particular
relational context within the family -- that is, young,
newly married adults and their spouses' parents.
Attention here is given to how these informants choose
among alternative forms of address, and what significance
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they attribute to their choices.
Several writers, including Slobin (1963) and Robinson
(1972) have called attention to the ambiguity which arises
in situations where status relations dictate one fOrm of
address and solidarity relations another.

Within

families, fOr example, considerations of solidarity and
familiarity would argue fOr the use of familiar pronomial
fbrms among all members, while power differences between
parents and children would argue for a polite fOrm "up"
and a familiar form "down" the generations (Robinson,
1972).

In some cultural contexts, where deference to

in-laws is emphasized, there may be a standard solution to
the dilemma.

Slobin found that among Yiddish speakers in

pre-World War II Europe, the polite form was consistently
used to address mother-in-law and father-in-law.

Thus,

the "ascribed ties of kinship" were emphasized over the
"'achieved' ties of intimacy."
As Friedrich (1979) has observed, the two dimensions
of power and solidarity provide insight and predictive
power at a sweeping, cross-cultural level.

However, given

the variation and complexity of the informants'
explanations in this investigation, a two - dimensional
model does not adequately account fOr the significance of
address terms in in-law relationships.

For one thing, it

has been pOinted out that labels such as "power" and
"solidarity" may subsume several complex elements (e.g.
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Ervin-Tripp, 1973, p.

312).

Certainly in the context of

the family, the term, "solidarity," could be applied to
many features, including attitudes, emotional intimacy,
the length and history of the relationship, or shared
social status, all of which may condition the choice of a
particular term.

Furthermore, the power and solidarity

matrix does not speak to many contextual features to which
speakers are sensitive in choosing terms of address and
reference, featUres such as the presence or absence of
other family members or the mood of participants in
specific situations.

Finally, this model tends to

overlook the negotiation processes which characterize many
address situations.
A more usefUl theoretical perspective is one which
emphasizes the "purposes and strategies of persons in
situations" (Hymes, 1974, p.

112).

Linguistic forms are

not simply responses to situations but, as Hymes points
out, they are also chosen "to define a situation or to
discover its definition by others."

Similarly, Wooten

suggests that pronoun usage serves to "crystallize" the
nature of the context for the participants (1975, p.46).
This implementational perspective suggests the importance
of viewing terms of reference and address as ways of
defining and validating f.amily relationships.

It also

suggests that one way of viewing the material is in terms
of the interpersonal contexts created within families.

In
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exploring the meaning of various linguistic forms in
in-law relationships, the examination of informants'
accounts, including their descriptions of specific
conversational situations, will serve to elucidate these
issues.
The material fbr this analysis came from the
interviews with each spouse individually, in which they
were asked a series of questions about which fbrms they
use and how they understand their choices:
1.

When fOU are talking to (spouse's) parents, what do
you call them?

2.

How did this come about?

3.

Were there any conversations between you and your
husband/wife or with your in-laws about what you would
call them?

4.

How do you refer to them if you are talking to your
husband/wife?

5.

How would you refer to them if you were talking to
someone else, say a friend?
In asking these questions the interviewer tried to

elicit descriptions of actual situations in which the
informant reported the speech of all the participants.
In the analysis of this material, the fbllowing
topics were explored:
1.

What are the various forms used in situations of
address and reference?

2.

Are there consistent differences between informants,
and between men and women in their use of linguistic
terms to address and make reference to their in-laws,
and are there consistencies between husbands and wives
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in the terms used?
The investigation of these questions provides a usefUl
framework within which to examine the more general topic:

3.

What are the meanings of the terms as implied in
informants' descriptions of actual or imagined
situations of address and reference, and in their
decisions to use a particular form? More generally,
what is the rationale that relates the communicative
forms to their meanings?

"Meanings," here refers to the fUnctions and uses of the
terms in social interaction and to the feelings associated
with participation in such situations.

Address Terms·

Patterns of [Be

In analyzing these interviews, it was quickly
apparent that a number of choices or options existed in
the address of in-laws.

These included first names;

specific kin terms such as mom and dad, or grandma and
grandpa;

title and last name (Mr.

and Mrs.

Jones), and

a zero form or "no name" pattern.
As a preliminary way of summarizing the data, the
reported forms are presented in a series of summary
tables.

The inclusion of these data in summary form

should not obscure the overall aims of the investigation.
Although the focus of the analysis was on the descriptions
and explanations, or the rationale for the actual choices,
the examination of overall frequencies is usefUl in
suggesting pOints of departure for the analysis of the
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explanatory statements.
Table 3 shows the frequency with which each type was
reported in the group of forty informants.

Those

informants who reported using multiple forms were asked
which form they used most often.

As shown here, the most

frequently reported forms were the kin terms, "mom" and
"dad," followed by first names.

A separate category,

labeled "mixed," includes those who reported using
different forms for mother-in-law than for father-in-law.
Two informants whose in-laws were deceased are not
included in the distribution.
In order to see whether gender was related to
patterns of address, the frequency distributions fOr males
and females were examined separately.

As shown in Table

4, there was little difference between the sexes in the
use of any particular form.
One aspect of family context is the relationship
between husbands' and wives' patterns of address.

In

other words, husbands and wives may influence one
another's selection of terms, either by explicit agreement
to do so, or through a more tacit process of imitation.
This question must be addressed more fUlly in the analysis
of informants' accounts.

However, as a preliminary step,

the distributions of forms for husbands and wives were
compared to see if, in tact, spouses do tend to use the
same forms when addressing one another's parents.

Table 5
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Table 3
Frequency of Address Forms
fm:m

"Mom and Dad"

Nllmber Q f In formants
1~

First names

9

Title, last name

5

No names

6

Mixed
Mother-in-law by
first name, father-inlaw by "no name"

2

Mother-in-law by first
name, father-in-law
by "dad"
Mother-in-law by
"no name," fatherin-law by first name
Total

38
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Table 4
Frequency

0

f Forms for Men and for Women

fm:m

"Mom and Dad"

6

8

First names

5

4

Title, last name

3

2

No name

2

4

Mixed

2

2

Total

18

20
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Table 5
Joint Distribution of Address Forms
for Husband-Wife Pairs
Husbands

Mom
and
Dad

First
Names

Title,
Last
Name

No Mixed
Name

Total

~

0

Mom and Dad

5

First Names

0

0

Title, Last Name 0

0

No Name

6

7

3

0

0

2

4

Mixed
Total

0

5

0

0

0

2

3

2

2

18
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presents these figures as a joint frequency distribution
for husbands and wives, and so reveals in more detail the
general patterns summarized in Table 4.
The cells on the main diagonal represent the
occurrence of agreement between spouses.
five

couple~: ~n

Thus, there were

which both husband and wife reported using

the kin terms, "mom and dad."

The figures in Table 5 show

that while there is agreement within some couples
(altogether, eight out of eighteen reported using the same
term,) there are also many combinations of different fOrms
within husband-wife pairs (for example, first names by the
husband, kin terms by the wife).

This distribution of

occurrences would seem to disconfirm any assumption that
husbands and wives necessarily share the same rules in
address situations.

It suggests that many elements of

family context, in addition to the interests and motives
of the informant's spouse, may be relevant factors.

To

the extent that the selection of address forms arises out
of negotiation between the informant and his in-laws,
agreement between the spouses on a general principle may
not be expected.

The Accounts

To get at the meaning of the lexical choices
ultimately requires a more extended exploration of the
range of alternatives that were considered.

Analysis of
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the explanatory statements revealed that informants
constructed very different kinds of arguments and
rationales for their choice of terms.

Even among those

who reported using the same term, there were widely
different accounts.

That is, two informants may both

address their mothers-in-law as "mom" but have different
accounts for how it is that they use this term.

Thus, the

meaning of terms is not transparently evident from the
labels themselves, but derives from the relevant contexts
of their use as indicated in informants' descriptions and
explanations.
In these accounts a number of different reasons were
given for the selection of particular terms.
included:

These

1) personal feelings and attitudes, 2) general

prinCiples and values, such as "respect" for one's
in-laws, 3) features of the local context in which
specific interaction occurs, 4) the use of terms as social
markers, and 5) descriptions of the negotiation of terms
among the partiCipants.
in the following section.

These elements will be explored
Although presented

succeSSively, these areas are not mutually exclusive or
exhaustive, but rather are intended to provide different
pOints of departure for the analysis.

Examples selected

from the interview materials will illustrate the overlap
among these areas.
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FeeJinis Associated with Address Terms
A number of informants described their selection of
address terms as a process of elimination of inappropriate
choices.

Two examples illustrate the dissatisfaction of

informants with the range of alternatives.
I don't call them anything. When I talk to one I
speak about "your wife" or "husband," I almost never
call them anything. They call me by rIrJ first name
and although I tried that, with them, they didn't
feel comfbrtable with it. I don't feel comfbrtable,
neither would they, if I called them by their last
names, and they (also) seemed to indicate a certain
preference, at least a tolerance if I called them
grandma or grandpa but I can't do that either so I
don't call them anything. There's ways of working
around it.
And,
Debbie's father is somewhat older than Debbie's
mother and he would be very uncomfbrtable if I called
him Ed. On the other hand I have a whole lot of
problems with fathers, and I have a lot of problems
calling him dad which he would prefer so I don't call
him anything.
In the first of these accounts, the speaker describes
discomfort in using first names, last names, and also in
using the kin terms, "grandma and grandpa."

The second

informant makes more explicit the various reasons fbr the
discomfort aSSOCiated with the various choices.

He cites

the age of his father-in-law relative to his mother-in-law
as inhibiting the use of first names, and his own
emotional attitudes which prevent the use of "dad."

In

each account, the preferences and feelings of the in-laws
themselves are also mentioned as factors which further
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complicate the choice of terms.
There were several accounts in which the in-law
relationship was presented as a special, or marked
interpersonal context, commanding a measure of respect.
For example,
I don't think I should take it upon mysel f to call
him Charlie because to some people its disrespectfUl.
And another:
It comes out "Sam" but I'd rather not say anything.
Somehow I guess part of me feels its disrespectfUl or
whatever cause it is Josh's father.
These examples do not specifY particular features such as
age or generational status as the basis for the selection
of terms.

However, they are statements which appeal to a

general principle of respect for parents-in-law, whiCh,
informants suggest, is not implied in the use of first
names.

In contrast to these, there were a number of

accounts which suggested that the principle of respect
which constrains the use of first names, may be superceded
by another consideration concerning the relative ages of
the participants.

As one husband said,

They're not much older than me, I finally said, "I
can't call somebody seven years older than me, "Mrs.
Webb."
The proximity in ages between the parties is seen here as
overriding a more basic principle of deference toward
in-laws.

In another case in which the mother-in-law was

addressed by her first name, the greater age of the
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father-in-law (who was ten years older than his

wi~)

was

seen as arguing against the use of his first name by the
son-in-law.
Sometimes the notion of deference or respect as a
principle underlying situations of address in in-law
relationships was seen as linked to informants' personal
familiarity with their in-laws.

For example,

When I first met Beth, I called them Mr. and Mrs.,
but then again we only knew each other three weeks
before we got married and I was a total stranger •
I probably didn't know what to call her in the
beginning you know, cause I had only met her less
than five times before we got married •
There is an impliCit principle that calls for greater
formality in address in situations where the in-laws are
not well acquainted with the speaker.
Another principle discussed by some informants had to
do with the sacredness or exclusivity of nuclear family
relationships.

This was expressed in several cases in

terms of the special quality of parent-child relationships
which must be respected:
Mrs. Plummer I've always called her because, fbr the
simple reason, I told her before, I told her, she's
not m,y mother, I can't call anybody else m,y mother, I
wouldn't be able, even if something happened to my
mother, I wouldn't call anybody else mother, you
know, I wouldn't feel anybody else could take m,y
mother's place.
This informant's wifte said,
because I can't bring myself to call them mom and
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dad, I just can't do that, she's not nry mother and
he's not nry father and I just find that very hard to
do •
because I only have one mother and I
can't call anybody else "mother."
For this couple, and fbr several others, the exclusiveness
of the relationship to their own mothers was an overriding
principle which inhibited the use of kin terms with
others.

This general principle was applied in slightly

different form in other cases, in which informants
recognized the exclusiveness of the relationship between
the spouse's siblings and their parents.

For those

informants, the use of "mom" and "dad" was viewed as a
possible violation of the priorities of the other
Siblings:
usually when I'm talking to them I call them Chuck or
May, uh, when I'm talking to them directly, I may use
Mom and Dad depending on whether Chuck or Mom and Dad
sounds better, and different members of the family
I'll feel more com fbrtable say ing Mom and Dad or
Lorie's mother or your mother and father •
I
sort of feel like, by using Mom and Dad in front of
Hal [wife's brother] in particular, I guess I don't
feel like I deserve to use Mom and Dad, like I'm
infringing upon his territory as the ~ mother and
father.
This example suggests the presence of a general principle
concerning the sacredness of nuclear family relationships.
It also reveals the way in which situational features,
such as the presence of other family members, may enter
into the decision.

This feature will be discussed further

in the following section.
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Situatignal Features

In the examples presented thus far, considerations of
the in-law relationship in an abstract sense, as one
requiring displays of deference, and considerations of
personal feelings and attitudes toward the in-laws, are
the relevant factors in the choice of address fbrms.
There were many other cases in which informants
re ferred to the speci fic features

0

f the face-to- face

contexts in which the terms were employed.

These features

included the individuals present at the time of the
conversation, the social function or fbcus of the
interaction, and, more rarely, the mood or emotional tone
of the exchange.

Although the informants tended not to

identifY these elements expliCitly, analysis of their
reports of speCific contexts of interaction pOinted toward
these elements as important components in the decision
process.

1) The presence and identities of various family members
was often mentioned as something which either constrained
or facilitated the use of particular terms.

In some

cases, the presence of the informant's young child was
seen as allowing the use of kin terms, "grandpa and
grandpa."
When I'm together with them I usually have Christina
and then I say Grandmom or Pop or something like that
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because that's what she would call them.
Now that we have Recita, I call his mother Grandmom
and I call him Grandfather because I had a real hard
time calling her "mother" •
Here, the terms "grandma and grandpa" provide one
resolution when the other choices are unsatisfactory.
In addition to the informant's child, siblings or
siblings-in-Iaw may also serve as a kind of reference
group for informants in address situations:
Well, before we were married, whenever I'd go to a
r.amily gathering she was referred to as mom by ~
sister-in-Iaws and brother-in-Iaws, the siblings that
weren't, that married into the family, so it just
sort of evolved.
Hearing the way in which other siblings address their
parents-in-law, some informants adopted the same terms.
On the other hand, there were also those who felt that the
presence of other siblings prevented the use of kin terms
because it violated their exclusive relationship as
biological children.

As one said,

I sort of feel like but using Mom and Dad in front of
Hal [wife's brother] in particular, I guess I don't
feel like I deserve to use Mom and Dad, like I'm
infringing upon his territory as the ~ mother and
father •
2) Another aspect of situation was the setting or fbcus of
the interaction.

Joint participation in recreational

activities were seen as establishing a context in which
the use of first names was appropriate:
Well, it was sort of a, see, I kinda, when I was in
the bowlin' league, that's how we kinda met like,
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well.
Anna's mom bowled in the league so I
would call her by first name basis and that's like, I
always kept that, and her dad I met him after and I
just started calling him by his first name too •
I'm on much more f.amlliar terms with her father cause
I play gol f with him all the time. Her mother is,
you know, I'm not on as f.amiliar first name-type
terms with her, •
3) One other, less tangible situational feature was the

mood of the participants, and was mentioned several times
as a factor in the selection of address forms.
It, depends on the mood, you know, what I mean by
mood is, if everybody's jokin around, "Hey Mom," like
that, otherwise its Mrs. Guarino, not that its a bad
mood or, you know, I think negative toward her, but I
just, doesn't come real natural •
I call him dad though, because we, not that we're
closer, we just play around a lot more, kid around
more, and we argue •
These descriptions illustrate the way that the use of
terms can serve to define or crystallize the nature of the
situation for the participants.

The use of "mom and dad,"

in particular, is associated with more playfUl moods.
Kin Terms as Markers
For some informants, an important aspect of the
meaning

0

f kin terms has to do with the marking

in status and in f.amily membership.
particularly important in revealing

0

f changes

These elements are
dif~rences

the use of "mom and dad" and the other fbrms.

between
For

example, among those who reported using kin terms to
address mother-in-law and father-in-law, there were
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repeated references to the actual change of marital
status.

In these cases, individuals mentioned the wedding

ceremony itself as signalling a shift from first names or
other forms to "mom and dad."
Yeah, the wedding day I said to them, well •
I
asked him if I could call him dad, it was at the,
after the reception, my fulks had a thing back at the
house.
I said, "I'm gonna call you Mom, is
that all right?" I'm gonna call you Dad, is that all
right?" So we did, right from then, so that was
fine.
Well, that was our civil wedding in Poland, her
father was there, her mother [had to stay home] I
started calling him that after the wedding, •
yeah, well I sort of asked him and then he said,
yeah, and stuff.
Actually on my wedding day I asked my mother-in-law
if she would mind if I called her mom. And I asked
my father-in-law and they had no objection to it.
Here, the use of kin terms appears to be one way of
marking a change in the speaker's social identity.

Two

informants were even more explicit in describing the
marriage as pOint of SOcial transition:
(.
.) we just decided
the husband and wife become
got married, right after we
wife, that's when I started
and Dad.

that once we got married
one body so, the day we
were pronounced man and
calling her parents Mom

Well, I feel you're in the family, it is your, you
get married, your family is his family, his family is
my family, you should call them Mom and Dad, I feel
that way,
These comments were offered by a husband and wife pair.
In several of their details, fur examPle in the metaphor
of "one body" to describe their identity as a married
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couple, these comments seem to reflect a particular
religious rhetoric.

However, the use of kin terms in this

situation is also seen by the participants as a way of
affirming the conceptual incorporation of the new family,
the family of marriage.
The Neiot1atioD Process

One additional aspect of address forms in in-law
relationships concerns the way in which the mode of
address is negotiated in face-to-face situations.

In

analyzing informants' accounts, several kinds of
negotiation process could be distinguished.

Some, for

example, suggested that the choice of term emerged out of
a process of explicit discussion on the subject.
They said to me, "What do you want to call us, Mom
and Dad or Nancy and Bill?" and I said, "I'm more
comfbrtable with Nancy and Bill."
I asked her if I should call her DoriS, cause its too
formal to call her Mrs. and she said DoriS, Mom, she
doesn't care what I call her, she kind of liked Mom.
In the first example, it is the parents who initiate the
discussion, while in the second, the informant herself
raises the question with her mother-in-law.

For most of

those who reported having explicit discussions with their
in-laws, it was the informant rather than the
parents-in-law who introduced the topic.
In a few cases, there was no direct discussion
between the informant and the in-laws, but, rather,
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between the informant's spouse and the in-laws and then
between the informant and spouse.
As tar as me, cause I used to just address her, not
just say "hi," not say, "hi, Rita," or anything,
cause I felt fUnny, I didn't know what to call them.
There was a big discussion what I should call, so
then I just called her Rita, that was fine. [A
discussion between you and your husband?] No, between
Bobby and his mother, "Anna doesn't call me
anything," you know, you feel fUnny.
In many cases, there is a period of experimentation with
different terms, a gradual working out of an appropriate
form of address comfbrtable to all the participants.

The

following examples stress the sensitivity of the
informants to the responses of their in-laws during this
initial period of experimentation:
They call me by my first name and although I tried
that with them they didn't feel comfbrtable with it •
they wouldn't have been comfbrtable, explicitly
weren't comfbrtable calling them by their last names,
that's when they said, 'aw gee, well why don't you
call us grandma and grandpa," of course, it was like,
ok, sure, the discussion never came up again •
I have called them mom and dad a couple times, that's
all I've had a chance to,.
I called her ma'am, I
called her Mrs. Pietrowsky through the one and a
half years before we got married, I call her mom now.
Here, the process of finding the right term is a mutual
one, and is integral to the larger process of defining the
relationship.
Whichever term is used, the responses of this group
of informants suggest that it is chosen with relational
implications in mind.

Sometimes, the term used before

marriage continues to be used after marriage -- but takes
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on a different meaning.

In other cases a new term is

chosen to mark the new relationship.

In the absence of

clear conventions the choise of address forms is difficult
and often avoided.

Many factors may be considered, some

of which pertain to the circumstances of a particular
encounter, and some to more stable aspects of the
relationship between the participants.

For most, the

choice represents an uneasy compromise among difficult
choices.

Terms of Reference

An additional perspective on the meaning of
relationship terms in the family context was sought
through the analysis of terms used to make reference to
in-laws.

Formal analyses of kinship systems have

traditionally given priority to systems of reference over
systems of address (Hymes, 1974).

In such studies,

questions often take the form, "What kind of relative is
this person to that?"

Such questions are likely to evoke

very different responses than are questions which deal
with the terms used in actual situations of address.

As

Hymes has remarked (1974), systems of address draw upon
several different domains, including kinship terms,
personal names, pronouns and titles.

In

order to see if

such semantic variation also occurs in systems of
reference for in-laws, two questions were included in the
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interview concerning two different situations of
reference:
How to do you refer to your in-laws [your spouse's
parents] when you are talking to your husband/wife
about them?
What do you call them when you are talking to some
third person, say a friend?
As a way of summarizing the responses, a frequency
distribution of reference forms used in talking to the
spouse is presented in Table 6.
Three forms of reference could be distinguished.

The

first and most frequently reported form was the possessive
pronoun and kin term. There were several variants of this
form, such as "your mom," "your mother," "your parents."
The other two forms, kin terms alone, and first names,
occurred very rarely.

In fact there was so little

variation in the responses that fUrther comparisons
according to gender and social class were not included.
In explaining the choice of this form, most informants
said that it was a way of avoiding confUsion between the
two sets of in-laws:
I guess I say "your mom," to claritY from mine, that
kind of thing, "your dad," nothing more than that.
Not surprisingly, the three informants who reported using
"mom and dad" in reference also used "mom and dad" in
address.

Similarly, the one informant who used first

names in reference also used his mother-in-law's first
name when addressing her, although no name when addressing
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Table 6
Terms of Reference for In-laws
Used in Talking to Spouse
Numher

0

f In formants

Possessive pronoun + kin term
"your mom, your dad"

15

"your mother, your father"

13

"your parents," "your folks"

3

3

Kin terms - "Mom and Dad"

First names

Total

35
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his father-in-law.
Overall, these findings indicate that situations of
reference do not necessarily involve the same linguistic
terms as situations of address.

This general pattern was

also true when in-laws were referenced to other people
outside the family.

Table 7 summarizes the distribution

of these forms for the group of thirty-five.
As this table shows, seventeen informants said they
used the possessive pronoun and kin term, as compared to
fifteen who said they used a form of "in-law."

Other

variants, such as first names, and title + last name were
more rare.
(e.g.

Many informants reported using multiple fbrms

"my wife's mother," "my mother-in-law," "Bill's

mother") depending on the identity of the addressee.
Several said, for example, that they might use first names
if the addressee knew the family very well.
Further analysis of these data revealed that there
was a fairly high agreement between husbands and wives on
the use of these forms in reference situations.

Table 8

presents a joint frequency distribution of terms fOr
husbands and wives when speaking to friends about their
in-laws.
The frequency of agreement between spouses, twelve
out of seventeen couples, suggests that there is some
sharing

0

f re ferencing rules.

One important aspect of both address and reference
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Table 7
Terms of Reference for In-laws
Used in Talking to Friends
Possessive Pronoun + Kin Term Number of Informants

"His mother," "His mom,"

11

"My husband's mother"
" _ _ , s parents

5

"In-law" form

"My mother-in-law"
"My in-laws"

13
2

First names
Title, last name

Total

2

35
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Table 8
Husbands' and Wives' Joint Frequency Distribution
of Terms 0 f Re ference
Husbands

Possessive+kin term "In-law" form

Other

Possessive+
Kin term

"In-law" form

6

2

o

2

5

o

Other (title,
las t name: first
name)

o
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systems has to do with defining family boundaries and
marking family membership.

This fUnction of relationship

terms occurs in many family communication contexts, not
only those involving an individual and his or her
parents-in-law.

As we have seen, the way in which other

siblings address parents, whether or not they use kin
terms, plays a part in the choice of terms of address.
Similarly, the way in which other family members reference
each other plays a part in the choice of reference terms.
One woman explained the significance of reference forms in
describing how her mother-in-law refers to her husband
(the informant's father-in-law).
what I notice is that whenever I'm talking to her, if
she's referring to my father-in-law about something,
she won't say, "Well, your father-in-law" or she
won't say, "Dad," you know, when she's talking to me,
she'll say, "Tony," she'll say his name to me, and
sometimes that makes me feel, I feel kind of that I'm
still not part of the family •
This example emphasizes the reciprocal nature of
relationship terms in the family;

it is not just the way

that an individual references or addresses his
parents-in-law that is significant, but also how others in
the family, including those parents, reference and address
each other.

The explanations elicited in these interviews

seemed to focus on the use of kin terms, as opposed to
other forms, and their use by the son- or daughter-in-law,
as a way of communicating intimacy and expressing one's
family membership.

In the same way, the use of kin terms
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by others in the family is a way of acknowledging that
membership.
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Chapter 6
FAMILY MAPS

The investigation of couples' conceptions of "f.amily"
to this point has drawn on several forms of verbal
material, including the informants' lists of family
members, their definitions of what a family is, and their
accounts of the linguistic forms of address employed in
social interaction with their in-laws.

A difft3rent way of

exploring their conceptions of "family" is through the use
of visual materials, that is, the informants' pictorial
mappings of their families.
In the present investigation, the process of
"mapping" the family served multiple purposes.

First, it

was a means of stimulating discussion, providing an
opportunity for informants to elaborate their verbal
definitions and accounts.

In this sense, the mapping task

was seen as a vehicle for discussion, supplementing and
extending the other interview questions.

Secondly, the

maps themselves provided a different modality through
which to explore the concept of "family."

As visual

displays of conceptions of the "family," the maps were
seen as providing an additional form of description,
complementary to the verbal material.
The use of visual materials in conjunction with
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interview data raises a number of theoretical issues
concerning the visual representation of abstract concepts.
Although such methods have a long history of use in family
research as well as in other fields, the relationship
between visual representations and the concepts
represented has not been established.

Arnheim's (1969)

work on the representation of "mental images" is relevant
to this discussion.

In exploratory studies, Arnheim

obtained drawings, "quick, amateur sketches," of various
abstract concepts such as "democracy" and "good and bad
marriage."

His discussion raises several questions

regarding their interpretation:
pictures represent?

what exactly do the

how are they related to the subject

matter for which they stand?

what are the means of

representation available to the individual?

Arnheim

speculated on the way in which conceptual groupings are
indicated visually and the relation between parts and
whole.

In the drawings of "good and bad marriage," for

example, the degree of contact among the partners, the
sharing of an interface, is interpreted as a way of
expressing the coherence of the marriage.

These drawings,

he claimed, varied in emphasizing the distinctness of
individuals entering into a relation or, contrastively, in
emphasizing the totality of the institution.
The visual representation of conceptual groupings has
also been investigated from a social psychological
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perspective.

Here, the procedures have involved figure

placement tasks rather than free drawings, to examine the
ways in which groupings or clusters of figures are
suggestive of conceptual distinctions.

Kuethe (1962),

developed figure placement studies dealing with how people
determine whether or not objects are thought of as
belonging together, and with degrees of "belongingness."
He drew upon Heider's notion that "a person may be seen in
a cognitive unit with other persons because of kinship,
nationality or religion."

Arguing that these unit-fbrming

principles constitute social schemas that are culturally
shared, Kuethe found recurring patterns in figure
placement tasks.

For example, large numbers of

respondents placed figures of a woman and child closer
together than a man and a child -- a pattern which Kuethe
interprets as confirming that "mother-child" is a shared
conceptual scheme that guides perception.
The premises underlying this work are parallel to
those which guided componential analysis and ethnoscience
approaches within anthropology, in the sense that both are
concerned with forms of conceptualization.

This concern

is, for example, well expressed in Goodenough's definition
of culture:
A SOCiety's culture consists of •
fbrms of
things that people have in mind, their models fbr
perceiving, relating and otherwise interpreting them
(1957, pp. 167-168).
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In contrast to the social psychological studies of visual
representations, componential analysis has used language
as a way of exploring cultural perspectives, and,
specifically, has sought to determine native systems of
claSSification through study of the linguistic labels fOr
culturally recognized categories.
One area of difference between the two approaches may
be the greater awareness on the part of anthropologists of
the nproblematic relationship between any such description
and the cognition of members of a culture n (Wooten, 1975,
p.

28).

In social psychological studies of visual

representations, this relationship seems to be largely
taken for granted.
On the other hand, there is a striking similarity
between the two perspectives in terms of methodological
stance.

Both view the underlying conceptual categories as

accessible through formal elicitation methods.

These

assumptions will be reviewed at the end of this chapter in
the concluding methodological assessment.
Still another perspective on the use of nonverbal,
symbolic methods is found in the field of family research
and family therapy.

Family drawings, family "sculpture"

(Cromwell and Fournier, 1980), and family maps are among
the methods that have been employed.

Much of this work

reflects psycho-analytic assumptions that certain aspects
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of a person's feelings, emotions, values, attitudes and
self-image find expression in these symbolic fbrms
(Holtzman, 1980).

Some of this work, in its attention to

spatial relationships, also bears some similarities to the
early figure placement studies.

Whereas Kuethe and his

contemporaries investigated relatively simple units (e.g.
mother and child, man and woman), the family mapping
method has been used to explore the more complex entity of
the family.

In clinical situations in family therapy the

visual maps have been seen as providing a summary of "the
current social matrix" within which the informant lives
(Attneave, 1976).

Attneave used family mapping procedures

to characterize with greater rigour the system of personal
relationships in which families are embedded.

She has

directed attention to the structural features of maps,
such as "isolates," those figures who are spatially
segregated, and "cliques," or clusters of figures.
These various perspectives on the uses of visual
representations suggested that the inclusion of such a
method could enrich the exploration of informants'
conceptions of "family."

In using a symbolic technique

such as a map task, this author's objective was to see
what organizing devices informants would choose to make
use of in the construction of a visual representation of
"family," and to see whether such devices could be related
to any conceptual features suggested by the verbal
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accounts.

As previously mentioned, it was also hoped that

the method would serve as a stimulus to discussion.

Procedure
In this investigation, the family mapping method was
adapted from Attneave's family mapping procedures.

The

materials for the task included a 20 by 28 inch board
covered with white paper and a set of fourteen black
cardboard silhouette figures approximately 2 inches tall
and one and a half inches wide.

These figures were all

identical and in their basic form were not intended to be
gender-specific.
In order to integrate the mapping task into the rest
of the interview protocol, it was introduced after the
informant had completed the list of who is in the family.
The following instruction was given:
I have here a board and a set of figures and I'd like
you to use them to represent the people that you've
listed here, including one for yourself. I'd like
you to arrange them on the board in any way that
makes sense to you, but basically to show how close
or how distant you feel they are to you.
The interviewer emphasized that the informant could use
any arrangement that made sense to him or her.

After the

map was completed, the informant labeled each figure.
Patterns of Response to the Map Task
The focus of this chapter was intended to be the
visual characteristics of the family maps.

Before
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presenting the results of the visual analysis, however, it
is usefUl to consider informants' responses to the task
situation.
The usual pattern of response was one in which
informants gave a verbal explanation while they completed
the task.

The following example ilustrates the typical

form of these explanations:
So I should put myself in the middle here, and we
have Ed and Christine and my mother and my father
and, uh, my brother, my brother's wife, my
mother-in-law, my father-in-law, my, I'm sorry, I
didn't quite do that right, I forgot my sister,
before my mother-in-law, my father-in-law, uh, my
brother's son, uh, my grandmother, let's see, then we
have Ed's grandfather and grandmother, Ed's sister,
Ed's brother, Michael, Ed's brother, Joe, his wife
and Ed's niece, •
It was not uncommon for informants to add figures to the
map that were not mentioned initially in the list.

For

example,
I didn't put Vince in there I
tool

He's part of my family

And,
Forgot to put my wife on there, didn't I? (I: Oh,
do you want to add her?) Yeah. I think I should you
know? And, Diane. Should I put my in-laws on there?
I was just thinkin, •
Although it is difficult to give any precise explanation
for this, it seems that the process of constructing the
map led informants to expand their initial frame of
reference and to include those who were "forgotten" in the
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creation of the family list.

In all of these cases, the

figures who were added represented relatives rather than
friends or neighbors.
Although most informants appeared to enjoy the
novelty of the task situation, there were several who
found the mapping procedure confusing and even disturbing.
One informant saw the procedure as limiting, rather than
enriching, his description:
I don't know, I could put Debbie's family on this
side, ~ family on this side, but, it's very hard to put
a, rather not play the game -- can I give you a narrative?
(I: Sure.) Because there are only two dimensions here, a
little limited. Because things such as my relationshiP
with ~ father is really complex •
This individual, who refused to complete the task, saw the
mapping procedure as an artificial formalization.

Yet he

did go on to describe the relationships in his family in
much detail, particularly with regard to his intimacy and
solidarity with individual members -- thus the task
stimulated a lengthy narrative, even though it did not
yield a map in this case.
Two other informants also chose not to construct
maps.

Their responses to the procedure were similar to

one another:
(I:
• • arrange the figures to show how close
or how distant you feel they are to you.) I feel
they are to me? So in other words, this would be me,
right? (I: Right). And then I go down the line
with ~ brother? I'd just put all like that I guess
(lifts pile of figures and dumps them in the center
of the board). (I: Really?) Yeah, they're all
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close. All close. We're a tight family. Always
was, always will be. I am towards, you know, and
they are towards me.
Another example:
Oh yeah, but I mean, c~!·tain, see, the way I feel
about it, I only let people, only let people know as
much •
but, if I wanted, well I would put all
these people here (puts handfUl of figures on board),
sometimes, and then I'd want them here (moves pile
across board), •
really couldn't explain.

It is possible that the task was perceived as too
difficult by these informants, particularly if they felt
they lacked skills in visualizing or drawing.

To the

extent that they regarded the procedure as an unfamiliar,
ntest n situation with right and wrong answers, these
responses may be a kind of avoidance.

On the other hand,

the lumping of figures in this way may also have some
conceptual significance, reflecting a lack of
differentiation or selectivity of tamily members as
individuals and, perhaps, a more corporate idea of
nfamily.n

Such interpretations are difficult to make, of

course, apart from the analysis of the verbal material
throughout the interview.
In considering general responses to the map task, one
other feature was the use by some informants of additional
notations and markings on the map itself.

For example, a

few felt constrained by the size of the board, and so drew
arrows to indicate expanded distances between figures.
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Similarly, there were some informants who needed more than
the fourteen silhouette figures provided by the
interviewer, and so drew in additional figures.

Some

informants felt free to manipulate the formal aspects of
the task situation in both of these ways, while others
seemed to interpret the task instructions more strictly
(and therefore did not make use of any additional
notations).

Development of Descriptive Categories

The verbal instructions for the mapping procedure
asked for the arrangement of "family members" according to
their closeness to the informant.

It was antiCipated that

the family maps would reflect in some way the comparative
intimacy and emotional significance of the kin, friends
and neighbors that make up the family network.

It was

also anticipated that these distances between figures
could be specified and perhaps quantified and compared.
A preliminary inspection revealed that many of the
maps seemed to embody organizational features that were
not simply expressions of closeness and distance.

These

distinctions rendered problematiC any precise measurement
of closeness and distance.

Some of the informants

constructed their own visual codes for the representation
of distance -- codes which did not necessarily correspond
to metric distance.

In these cases, standard measurement
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was inappropriate.

Thus, it was decided to explore,

instead, the nature of the visual configurations and the
conceptual distinctions implied in them.
Despite the many and varied uses of figure-placement
procedures in tamily research, previous studies were
primarily undertaken from clinical perspectives, and did
not provide any well-developed system for analyzing the
maps in purely visual terms.

It was necessary for the

author to construct a set of descriptive categories that
would reflect recurring features in the set of
thirty-seven completed maps.
The following section describes the analysis of
visual form first, in terms of their design solution, the
overall pattern of arrangement, and then in terms of the
visual devices used to indicate sub-groups within the
general pattern.

General Confjiuratjons

Because the maps differ in the number of figures
included and in their degree of elaboration and
complexity, descriptive categories applicable to all the
pictures were, at first, difficult to construct.
Moreover, fbr those maps that included very few family
members, a general configuration or pattern was difficult
to detect.

However, after a process of inspection and

comparison, some recurring features were evident.
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For example, in most of the maps, figures were placed
on the field in a perpendicular orientation.

While

several were extremely simple in design, as in Figure 1,
most of the maps were organized in ways which indicated
partitioning or grouping of the figures into various kinds
of sub-sets.

The analysis of these groupings will be

described at a later pOint.
In terms of overall configuration, three basiC
patterns emerged:

linear. circular. and segmental. The

linear pattern was characterized by the arrangement of
figures in horizontal rows.

This pattern accounts for

more than hal f of the thirty-seven pictures.

Figure 1

illustrates the simplest version of the pattern,
consis ting

0

f a single row in which figures are arranged

in ordinal distance from the informant who is on the left
end.

Other examples of the linear pattern varied in the

number and placement of the rows, the spaCing of figures
within the rows, and also in the location of the
informant, "ego," relative to the other figures.

Figure 2

shows another variant of the pattern in which "ego" is
centered in the middle of a row.

In fact, about half of

the linear patterns located "ego" in the center of a
horizontal row, while the others located "ego" on the
extreme Ie ft.
The circular pattern accounts fOr about one fOurth of
the thirty-seven pictures.

The basic model fbr most of
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these was a solar system in which informants placed
themselves at the center, often in a cluster with the
spouse and child, and arranged other family members in
various orbits as in Figure 3.

There were, however, two

informants who placed themselves on the perimeter and left
the center empty.

It is interesting to note that eight of

the nine circle configurations were constructed by women.
The dominant feature of the segmental configuration
was a partitioning or segmenting of the family group into
halves -- this was marked by a vertical bifUrcation down
the center of the field.

The segmental pattern,

illustrated in Figure 4, accounted fbr three out of the
total group.

Finally there were several pictures that

could not be classified according to this scheme, either
because the number of figures was too few, or because the
placement of figures was too scattered to suggest a
particular pattern.

Implications of Pattern AYpes

The real focus of this analysis was not on the
distribution of pattern types in the sample, but rather on
the possible relationship of pattern to conceptions of
family and kinship.

The recurrence of these

configurations in the family maps is significant because
it suggests that individuals do employ certain organizing
prinCiples in the mapping situation.

However the
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relevance of visual configurations to conceptions of
"t.amily" is still unclear.

Farber (1981) has suggested

that there are two basic types of spatial metaphor which
are applicable to various kinds of kinship orientation:
The gradient conception of social relationships
implies a social space consisting of a core and a
periphery with concentric circles denoting degrees of
remoteness: the categorical conception of social
relationships implies a social space consisting of a
set of regions (defined as categories of bounded
areas) with a line of demarcation (rather than a
single point) as the basis for generating the model
(p. 40).
In this group of family maps, the gradient
image was characteristic of most arrangements;

this was

probably related to the nature of the task instructions
which were phrased in terms of "closeness" and "distance."
As the maps reveal, individuals could use either linear or
circular patterns to express the notion of gradient.
However, there are also particular implications associated
with each pattern type.

The circular pattern, fur

example, can be used to emphasize equal closeness to all
family members.

It can also be used to define an "inside"

and an "outSide."

Two informants created such a

distinction by placing some figures outside the perimeter
of the circle.

The linear and segmental patterns which

lack the capaCity for displaying equal distances to all
family members, do have the capacity fur expressing
hierarchical principles, as when figures are arranged on
multiple rows at different levels (e.g.

"father and
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mother" on the top row, their children on the next, and so
on).

Clusterini Principles

The next phase of the analysis dealt with the various
ways in which sub-groups and clusters within the overall
configuration were indicated.

The question guiding this

analysis was, which members are seen as belonging
together, or what are the SOCial units that are seen as
comprising the f.amily?
There were several ways in which sub-groups were
indicated visually.

One way, of course, was through the

spatial pOSitioning of figures.

Figure 3, for example,

shows a linear pattern in which each line constitutes a
group -- in this case, a particular class of kin.

Another

way of distinguishing clusters was to use one figure to
represent multiple family members.

A third way was to

partition sub-sets by drawing a line around a group of
contiguous figures.

The analysis required some

sensitivity to the different ways in which clusters and
sub-groups were depicted.

In some cases, the clusters

were clearly delineated while in others they were less
clear.

In these cases, decisions had to be made fbr

purposes of categorization.

In order to ascertain the

reliability of these judgements, a second rater analyzed a
sub-set of eight maps, and identified clusters and
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sub-groups.

The reliability coefficient between the two

coders was .72 (Krippendorff's alpha).

There were also

several maps whioh contained no indication of
sub-grouping, and these were so classified.
The analysis ')f family groupings began with the
observation that many

tnro~m-~nts

included themselves in a

cluster with the spouse and child, distinct in some way
from the other figures.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the

nuclear family cluster as it is embedded in several
different types of patterns.

In tlOme cases, for example,

the cluster is more tightly embedded within the network,
but still identifiable as a cluster.

This trend in the

data suggests that most informants do perceive themselves
as part of a smaller social unit within the larger family
group.
The analysis of the maps in terms of figure groupings
suggested that a number of grouping or clustering
principles were operating.

One such principle was the

clustering of figures into nuclear family units.
illustrates this pattern.

Fig~re

3

Here, the ego, spouse and child

make up the central cluster, ego's parents are grouped
together, and each of ego's siblings are shown clustered
together with their own nuclear families.

This type of

clustering pattern seems consistent with Schneider's
suggestion that the concept of family as a cultural unit
is defined as a mother, father and children.
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Another, even more basic pattern was the clustering
of husbands and wives.

This pattern appeared in most of

the family maps, and was not assigned a separate category
in the analytic scheme.
The organization of "family" members into nuclear
family units is constrastive with another clustering
principle, the grouping of members according to kin type
or kin class.

Figure 2 illustrates such a principle in

which each line of figures is identified in terms of a
certain kin class.
principle

dif~red

identified;

Those informants who used this
in the kinds of kin classes which they

some were fairly specific (e.g.

"my

siblings," "my mother's sisters") while others were much
more inclusive (e.g.

"aunts, uncles, cousins").

The

family maps which used this grouping scheme suggested a
kind of pOSitional family conception, one based on
ascribed role categories rather than personal feelings of
closeness and distance.
A third type of grouping principle was the
organization of figures into my family ys.
~ily

or ego's f.amily vs.

spouse's

the family of marriage.

This

is a much broader principle, emphasizing in spatial terms
a distinction between the two families while deemphasizing
any kind of smaller segmentation.
principle, "my family vs.

Like the "kin type"

spouse's family" can be seen as

a positional distinction insofar as it is based on
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ascribed social categories.
In some cases, informants appeared to make use of
more than one clustering principle.

These "mixed" cases

were of particular interest because they provided fUrther
insight into the relationship of visual fbrm to the family
concept.

There was, fbr example, a tendency fbr some

informants to arrange the closest family members (those
closest in metric distance to the informant) into nuclear
family units, including for example, ego's parents and
siblings and the spouse's parents and siblings, and then
to group the more distant figures according to kin class
(e.g.

aunts, uncles and cousins).

Another variant in the

"mixed" category was the arrangement of the members of
one's own family of origin into nuclear family units,
while grouping all members of the spouse's family in one
cluster.

Finally, one informant of Lithuanian background,

presented her highly differentiated picture of her
extended family, including aunts, cousins,
"cousins-in-Iaw," with lines and arrows indicating
geneological connections.

Clearly, some informants

articulate different parts of the conceptual family
network in greater detail than other parts.

The

categories and distinctions are the most salient tor them,
based perhaps on emotional significance and on patterns of
interaction.
The clustering principles which have been identified
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provide a way of describing some of the outstanding
features of the family maps.

However, the usefUlness of

this set of distinctions varies for each family.

Some

informants constructed maps which appeared to be based
entirely on personal considerations of closeness and
distance rather than any grouping principle.

These maps

were classified as "personal" in the typology of
clustering principles.
Table 9 summarizes the occurrence of each type of
grouping prinCiple for each couple jointly.

Apart from

the maps that were categorized as "personal," the most
frequently observed type was the nuclear family unit.

It

also shows that in most cases, spouses did not employ the
same clustering principle.
This scheme of analysis does not capture all the
richness of the distinctions which were drawn in the maps.
In one case, for example a Polish informant who grouped
family members into nuclear family units, also clustered
and identified them according to country of residence
(Poland, Bulgaria, America).

Methodo]oi1ca1 Assessment

This chapter has described an attempt to explore
conceptions of "family" through the analysis of visual
representations.

In evaluating the contribution of this

method to the overall aims of the study, several
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Table 9
Distribution of "Clustering" Principles by Couple
~

Nuclear
Family
ltIits

Kin
Types

Husband's
vs. Wife's
Side

Mixed

Personal

Nuclear
Family
(bits

3

0

Kin Types

2

0

0

Husband's
vs. Wife's
Side

0

0

0

0

0

Mixed

0

0

0

0

2

Personal

0

0

Husbands

0

3
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weaknesses, as well as strengths, have emerged.
With regard to the stimulation of discussion, the map
task was very

ef~ctive.

Whereas informants seemed to

struggle with the ambiguities of the initial task, the
family list, most seemed to accept more readily any
ambiguities in the map task (despite the tact that this
too was, presumably, a novel situation fbr them).

Most

informants "talked through" the map as they were doing
them, explaining their placement of figures and
emphasizing their personal feelings with regard to
individual relationships in the family.

This was

consistent with the task instruction, to arrange figures
according to their "closeness" and "distance" to the
informant.

These narratives usually took the fbrm,

Okay, how many's in the family, okay I'm closer to
the aunt than I am to the uncle, is that the way you
want it?
Occasionally, informants used the map to illustrate points
much later in the discussion, as when one woman said, "I
don't know what to call her [mother-in-law], its a
problem, that's why I put her over here" (indicating
figure on map).
One possible disadvantage in using the map task was
that the form of task instruction, in using the terms,
"close" and "distant" may have led to a kind of
"spatialization" of informants' discourse.

As will be

discussed in the next chapter, the verbal accounts were
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characterized by the use of many spatial terms and images,
particularly reflecting the gradient of "closeness."
Although, this pattern is, to some extent, to be expected
in interview discourse on the subject of "family," (see
Chapter 7 for a fuller discussion of this point) it may
have been more prevalent as a result of the map task.
Another area of difficulty with regard to the
analysis of the maps themselves concerns the extent to
which the format of the map task, and the nature of the
instructions, influenced the visual forms that were
produced.

This is a concern that pertains to any fbrmal

method of data elicitation, and was discussed earlier in
connection with the use of formal procedures in the study
of lexical systems by cognitive anthropologists.

To the

extent that the family mapping procedure is an artificial
situation, divorced trom any naturally occurring context
in ordinary life, it is difficult to interpret its
findings as reflecting significant conceptual
distinctions.

On

the other hand, there were organizing

devices revealed in the visual analysis that did seem to
correspond to the kinds of distinctions suggested by the
verbal material -- for example, in the extent to which the
concept of "family" is expressed in terms of selected
individuals or of kin classes.

In many cases, there was a

consistency between the different visual and verbal modes
of description.

This relationship will be discussed and
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developed in terms of individual cases in the final
chapter of the dissertation.
More specifically, it seems that the choice of this
particular mapPing method rather than some other technique
for eliciting visual representations may have been too
restrictive.

Some informants felt it necessary to extend

the size of the space or to expand the number of figures
through additional markings and notations.

It also seems

possible that the figure placement technique was not as
rich a modality through which to explore the subject
matter as free drawings would have been.

The mapping

method called attention to spatial relationships as
implying conceptual distinctions (fbr example, in the
designation of sub-sets of tamily members).

However, a

free drawing technique might have revealed whether spatial
relationships were in tact the most important aspect of
representation.

Given the larger aims of the

investigation -- to explore the terms in which family
members conceive of the "family" -- drawings would have
been particularly usefUl in revealing other kinds of
symbolism (e.g.

conventional iconic symbols such as a

family "tree" or more abstract designs.)
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Chapter 7

TERMINOLOGY OF DESCRIPTION

The way in which married couples define the concept
of "family" has been explored from several perspectives.
The preceeding chapters have focussed in turn on the
designation of who is in the family and the criteria by
which the conceptual boundary is constructed, on
informants' use of various linguistic terms of address and
reference to express relationships to their in-laws, and
on the way in which visual mappings of the family reflect
multiple conceptual distinctions.

This chapter describes

a fourth perspective, an analysis of the linguistic
terminology of description that is used by informants in
their conversation with the interviewer about "family."
The central question addressed here is whether a family's
particular conception of itsel f as a family finds
expression in the members' ways of speaking, in their
descriptive language and figurative expressions.
Whereas the preceding portions of analysis have
relied primarily on responses of informants to areas of
questions (e.g.

who do you think of as being in your

family and why?), this analysis is based on observed
features of their discourse.

This material has been
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selected trom pOints throughout the interviews.

Thus, the

chapter draws on data which have been presented in earlier
phases of the analysis and also incorporates additional
material.
From the earliest stages of analysis, it was noted
that in the course of discussion, informants' language
includes references to physical qualities and spatial
configurations ("we're a tight family";
between us";

"warm feelings

"close bonds").

There were rare cases in which informants drew on
conventional symbols of kinship as models fOr expressing
their conceptions of "family."

One man said, for example,

talking about our family, it's kind of a tree, with
my grandmother at the top. None of this would have
been possible without my grandmother.

Here, "tree" seems to denote a conceptual 'family tree,'
implying that an individual is defined by virtue of his
lineage.

This conventional symbol also serves to indicate

the importance of the grandmother in a personal sense, as
a figure of special capabilities.

The dominant image in

another account was "blood":
(I: Is there any special reason that you had for
deciding who is part of your family?) Sure, if
they'll stick by you. If they're blood, they'll
stick by you.
Here, the biological relationship is identified with
social norms of obligation and reciprocity.
In attempting to characterize these elements, the
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concept of metaphor was initially considered as an
integrating principle.

In the anthropological literature,

metaphor has been used in the description of kinship
systems within particular cultures.

Firth (1936) notes

that among the Tikopia, biological metaphors are used to
indicate types of geneological relationship.

The term

which describes cousin relationships, for example, is
derived from the word for umbilicus, and conveys the idea
of "birth from the same stock."

Fox (1971) has analyzed

the botanic metaphors underlying Rotinese kinship.

He

argues that the relation of mother's brother to sister's
child in that culture is modeled on the concept of
planting.

Verbal idioms pertaining to planting pervade

Rotinese accounts of kinship.

Both of these examples show

how a particular image or constellation of images from the
biological domain is elaborated in social conceptions of
geneological relationship.

Fox's account in particular

describes the ways in which a number of complex elements
associated with the planting idiom fit together so as to
provide guidelines for bahavior among kin.
The relevance of metaphor to this analysis of
informants' discourse ultimately depends on the definition
of metaphor employed -- and the precise definition of
metaphor has been a subject of debate.

Sapir (1977) has

defined metaphor as a figure of speech which makes us
aware of the simultaneous likeness and unlikeness of two
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things.
[Metaphor] in a variety of ways places into
juxtaposition two terms that are, or can be, thought
of as both similar and dissimilar. That is, out of
the features defining one term and those defining the
other, there will be a number shared by both (p. 6).
One of the two metaphoric terms, that which is continuous
with the topic of discourse, is referred to as the "tenor"
or "continuous term," while the other is referred to as
the "vehicle" or "discontinuous term."

In many cases, the

continuous and discontinuous terms are clearly set out (as
in "Mom is our anchor.") However, there are some scholars
who restrict the term, metaphor, to more indirect fbrms of
representation, as when the continuous term is missing
(e.g.

"the helmsman of our family" when talking about

Dad).

Thus, the juxtaposition may be explicit or

implicit, but in either case, compels us to consider each
term in relation to the other.
The examples of "tree" and "blood" illustrate the
diff.iculty in distinguishing metaphoric from nonmetaphoric
in this interview material.

There is a metaphoric aspect

to these statements in the sense that particular symbols
are chosen to express key conceptual attributes of the
t.amily.

However, insofar as "t.amlly tree and "blood" are

part of the everyday idiom of kinship, these terms are
less figurative than literal.

Through habitual use,

phrases like, "She's blood," have become conventional
forms or frozen metaphors.

The kind of systematic
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metaphoric elaboration described in the ethnographic
literature was not characteristic of this material.
Rather than using central, conspicuous metaphors to
describe their overall conceptualizations of "family,"
informants used other kinds of descriptive devices, some
of which, like metaphor, serve to indicate similarities
and contrasts between the concept of "family" and other
domains of experience.

The following section will explore

the range of figurative expressions and idioms that were
employed.

Gradients and Spatial Confiiurations

A recurring feature in the way informants develop a
description of "family" is their use of gradient images.
Most often, such gradients are defined by the dimension of
"closeness" (e.g.

"His mother and father, they're the

people in his f.amily we're the closest to").

The term

"close" has multiple uses in these accounts, and appears
so pervasively that it will be examined in some detail.
In rare cases, "close" was used to characterize the
f.amily as an entity, as in "It's a tight family, a close
f.amily."

More often it was used in describing personal

relationships within the family.

Using the term, "close,"

speakers developed a gradient image of the family, along
which family members were located relative to each other.
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I'm closer to Phil than I am to Mary.
-- ~ aunt who I'm very close to, her husband and the
two children who I'm also close to •
I have
another aunt I'm somewhat close to.
In these descriptions, the term, "close" was modified in
various ways to indicate subtle distinctions in the
quality of such relationships.

There was a systematicity

in the use of the gradient, in that the speaker tended to

begin at one extreme on the continuum and work toward the
center.

Thus the speaker in the last example moves from

"very close," to "also close," to "somewhat close."

The

term, "distant" was used much more rarely in these
descriptions, and usually in a more global sense to
characterize classes of geneologically distant kin, as in,
"We have some more distant relatives but I don't know
where you draw the line."
In addition to "close," related terms used to
characterize the family were "tight" and "close-knit,"
although these were never as carefUlly elaborated.

One

informant used "family," itself as a kind of gradient in
saying:
I think my wi f'e and I are closer as a family and I
want ~ son to think of us more as a family than I
did of ~ family •
I have more in common with
him [~ father] now than I ever did before, I have
family and that gives you things to talk about.
"Family," like "close" is used here to indicate an
experiential quality which can be expressed in relative
terms (i.e.

"more as a family").

The phrase, "I have
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family" in this passage also takes on multiple meanings,
indicating both a social unit consisting of parents and
children, and a kind of conversational currency which
provides a basis for communication among family members.
The pervasive use of terms such as "close" and
"distant," reflects a general tendency to talk about the
family in spatial terms.

There were also other ways in

which the descriptive terminology suggested a concentric
organization of family relationships, comprising a core
and periphery.

The following three passages are typical:

I think ~ is the primary unit, really, and these
are very, very important, the outer Circle, and then
this gets to be another outer circle.
Somehow they're out of the orbit by choice.
And peripherally Stan's family I consider my family.
In the context of such descriptions, informants frequently
made reference to the vagueness of the conceptual boundary
of the family, saying for example,
this is the core of what I consider my family. The
other people you start to get on the extremes and
they don't know the everyday things about what goes
on in my life, that's I guess where I draw the line.
The use of spatial idioms recurs in discourse related to
the subject of "family."

It enables speakers to

differentiate among individual family members and permits
their conceptual positioning relative to each other.
"Close" is also frequently used to describe changes
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in the family over time:
I'm getting closer to Ed the longer he's married to
my sister, the longer I'm around him.

I've only known them [husband's f.amily] fOur years,
but I think more and more they're becoming into my
family. Deep down inside I feel that his family is a
very good potential close group relative to me, which
means in the t\.1ture •
Such statements suggest that "f.amily" is experienced as
undergoing continuous, gradual change as a system.
Throughout the interviews, the language of description
emphasized processes of change and development as new
relationships arE: for'med.

At the same time, certain kinds

of family relationships are subject to decay as new family
units are differentiated:
I'm a lot closer with my neighbors because they're
here, and now that we live forty minutes away.
somethin's not been lost, its just not as tight as it
used to be.
Now things seem to be growing t\.1rther apart but I
still feel the obligation to visit.
And, again,
I th ink my wi fa and I are closer as a family and I
want my son to think of us more as a family than I
did of my family •
I have more in common with
him [my father] now than I ever did before, I have
f.amily and that gives you things to talk about •
Although the vocabulary used in this examples is spatial
(e.g.

"growing t\.1rther apart," "closer as a family"), the
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terms are used in ways that suggest a temporal perspective
on the experience of "t.amily."

Hedges
Lakoff (1972) used the term, "hedge" in describing
the flexibility of conceptual categories;

hedges are

words and phrases such as "technically," "in certain
respects," "sort of," which are used in discourse to
modi1Y the meaning of categories.

Hedges make reference

to the prototypical meaning of a concept, speci1Ying
various kinds of relationships to it.
Hedges were used most frequently by informants in the
context of explaining their family lists:
~ in-laws, they're not really related technically
to me but I still consider them part of the family.

She's not really, she's r.amily but she's not
grandmother really, we call her family.

~

Thought about it, she's kind of a sister-in-law, her
names Patty, she's living with ~ brother-in-law,
they have a baby, she's not really a relative but
that is ~ nephew.
The hedges, "not really related," "not my grandmother
really," make reference to the socially recognized
criteria (biological and legal) by which the categories of
"relative" and "grandmother" are defined.

The use of

hedges in these passages suggests that the terms are not
rigid concepts specified by those fixed criteria.

In each

of the three examples, the informants emphasize that it is
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the nature of the social relationship which a more
important criterion.

In the second passage, fbr example,

this woman goes on to say,
I ~ her grandma. She's not, she just was my
grandmother's best girlfriend and her daughter
married my uncle.
In the context of the unfolding discussion, hedges
indicate the extension of the conceptual boundaries of
"family" in order to accomodate other kinds of
relationship.

Cgmparison Statements
Metaphor was defined earlier, as a figure of speech
which makes us aware of the simultaneous likeness and
unlikeness of two terms.

However, metaphor is not the

only device expreSsing resemblances and similarities
between diff<erent concepts or entities.

One of the

linguistic forms used frequently in these interviews was
the simile or statement of comparison.

These statements

are recognizable by such phrases as "is like," "looks
like," and "is similar to."
In these interviews, similes or comparison statements
tended to be used in a special way, in comparing personal
relationships with individuals outside the nuclear family
or family of origin, to intra-family relationships.

These

statements occurred at various pOints in the discussion,
both in the accounts of who is in the family, and also in
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the context of other questions:
(I: Is there anybody else you might have considered
including as family?) Yeah, I have some close
friends that have been like family to me, cause uw
parents have been dead for a number of years.
Her family, her immediate f.amily, her mom and dad,
her two younger sisters, like they're kind of like an
immediate f.amily fbr me now, I consider em almost
like uw mom and dad and a couple sisters because we
see them a lot.
[My cousin] was like a brother to me when I was
growin up.
In using the nuclear f.amily as a model fbr other kinds of
relationships, informants express fictive kinships with
individuals who are not relatives in the geneological
sense.
At the outset it was anticipated that informants
would draw heavily on non-family concepts and experiences
in order to explain their ideas about what a family is.
In tact, these data reveal a reverse process in which
informants describe a variety of personal relationships
using "family" as a primary image.

While some of these

descriptions took the form of explicit comparisons as in
the examples just cited, there were other cases where
infbrmants used kinship terminology to indicate such
relationships.

For example,

-- her mom, her dad, Judy and Ann, they're
little sisters, I consider them like that.

uw

two
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That's Diane's father's girlfriend when he died, sort
of Diane's surrogate mother.
And I mean because on the one street there must be
seven aunts and uncles I have that live on one street
that are not related, they're only related to me,
they're not related amongst each other, and, there's
so many people its just that even on this street
there's so many people that have known me since I was
a little kid.
In the last example, the informant sees himself as the hub
or center of a set of independent "family" relationships.
Further discussion revealed that these relationships with
"aunts and uncles" were purely social, and that these were
neighbors rather than biological kin.
Together, these examples are illustrative of the way
in which individuals use "family" to describe aspects of
social experience, and, fUrthermore, they speak to the
flexibility of usage of the term in everyday discourse.
This pattern in the descriptive language seems
particularly significant from a phenomenological
perspective.

McClain and Weigert argue that "family is

the institution par excellence of the lifeworld, of
everyday reality" (1979, p.

174).

The uniqueness of the

phenomenon of "family" arises in part because of the
immediacy of face-to-face family interaction such that
relationships are "lived through" and subject to continual
modification.

Secondly, family is the first social world

of which most humans become aware, the "primary experience
of sociality" (McLain and Weigert, p.

178).

Given this
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importance relative to other social institutions, it is
understandable that individuals constitute many kinds of
social experiences in terms of family relationships.

Formulaic Expressions
Another kind of linguistic device which appeared in
these accounts was the conventionalized, or "fbrmulaic"
expression.
The kinds of descriptive terminology considered thus
far, such as hedges and gradient images, have concerned,
in different ways, the question of who comprises the
foamily.

In contrast, formulaic expressions focus largely

on what a family does, on norms for behavior and
attitudes, rather than on who the family is.

One example

presented earlier was the remark, "If they're blood
they'll stick by you."

Other kinds of formulaic

expressions include:
But, you can't fault him fur it because wilies pull
tOiether in times like that. (italics mine)
-- there've been a lot of changes in our family up
there. There's been divorces, they're still ~
family but, you have your own families. (italics
mine)
These kinds of expressions were found to be distributed
throughout most of the interviews.

They may be seen as

homilies or conCise statements of principle stating
fUndamental family values and priorities.

These sayings

are probably related, partly, to individual family
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communication style.

Yet the values implied in them would

also seem to relate to definitions of "foamily,"
particularly insofar as they indicate the features which
provide family members with a sense of belonging to the
collective.
In most cases, these expressions were of the most
general kind (e.g.

"you have your own foamilies,") but

some referred to more specific dimensions of family
experience.

For example, some informants used sayings

which appeared to reflect a particular religious doctrine.
God is always first in family relationships.
Well, I feel you're in the family, it is your, you
get married, your family is his family and his foamily
is my family, you know,
These last two examples draw on a more local idiom than
the more general remarks like "families pull together in
times like that."
Kantor and Lehr (1918) have argued that the use of
proverbs, homilies and moral slogans constitues, in some
families, part of the formal teaching process by which
members of the older generation attempt to convey their
values to the next.

The interview material obtained in

this dissertation research does not speak directly to
questions concerning family teaching style.

However, the

use of these sayings does seem to be relevant to the
process by which informants construct a definition of
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nt.amilyn in the interview situation.

These transcripts

reveal a process in which informants, in the course of
talking, gradually elaborate an interpretation of the
term, n t.amily, n out of a series of (initially)
non-directive and ambiguous interview questions.

It may

be that these formulaic expressions -- these sayings about
what the t.amily is and does -- provide stable reference
pOints for the process of sel f-definition.
The interview context and the way in which
information was elicited may account for the absence of
organizing metaphors in these accounts.

Particularly in

the initial phases of the interview, there was an effbrt
toward clarification and specification of the term,
n t.amily ,n on the part

0

f the in formant.

For example, as

noted in Chapter 4, some informants responded to the
interviewer's initial question about who is in the family
with questions and requests for clarification:
Family in the sense 0 f immediate family, me, Mary and
my wi fe, or when you say family -What do you mean by, everyone in my family?
you mean close family? or just my family?
In these first minutes of the interview, the interviewer
provided minimal responses to such questions in order to
see what kinds of interpretations the informant would
develop.

The interview transcripts reveal a process in

which terms and meanings are tentatively fbrmulated and
gradually worked out.

For example,
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Like I said, when somebody says to me family, they
mean a father, mother, and uh, you know, kids unless
the context would call fOr it to mean something else.
And, uh, the broadest, I'm trying to use more or less
the broadest term. I mean I have cousins and that
sort of thing..
but I don't -- (I: You don't
ordinarily -- ) Well, I consider them family, in
general, but not my family, since I don't like 'em
(both laugh).
These kinds of responses speak to the "indexical"
character of the research interview as a communicative
event, in that the meaning of responses is contingent on
the questions that precede them, as well as on previous
question-answer pairs (cf.

Briggs, 1986, p.

42).

In

these passages and elsewhere, the informant is offering
the broadest, or most generalized terminological glosses
on the term, "family."

In contrast, Sapir has observed

that all really "apt" metaphors stress specificity.
"These are the metaphors that with uncanny ability provide
a means for making precise statements about their subject
."

(1977, p.

10).

Explicit metaphoric labeling

may be employed less frequently than other kinds of
figurative language here because it interferes with the
process by which the negotiation of terminology takes
place.

Thus, the relative absence of metaphors is a

finding of some significance, insofar as it relates to the
process by which people construct the concept of "family"
in the interview situation.
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Chapter 8

This study has been an exploration into the meaning
of "family" as the concept is understood and experienced
by "insiders," f.amily members themselves.

Recognizing the

poverty in most social scientific constructions and
definitions of "family," I have examined the multiple,
overlapping interpretations and forms of expression that
characterize family members' accounts of what "family"
means to them.
Several different methodological perspectives have
been used to explore various elements that enter in to the
construction of the concept.

These elements include the

sense of family boundary, or who is seen as comprising the
family group and the criteria used to make such
judgements;

factors underlying the use of different terms

of address and reference in in-law relationships;
conceptual distinctions revealed in visual maps of the
family;

and selected aspects of the language and

descriptive terminology used by informants in their
accounts.
This concluding chapter attempts to draw together
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these findings, first by considering for each of the types
of data, variations and trends across the group of forty
informants.

Secondly, the findings will be examined with

a focus on the interrelationships among the data sets.
A third area to be discussed is the nature of the
interview itsel f as a comnn.micative event.

This theme has

been taken up at points throughout the data analysis
chapters:

however this concluding chapter ofters an

opportunity to consider more fUlly the ways in which the
interview context has shaped the findings of the study.
Symmary of Fjndinis

The aim in the initial phase of the interview was to
elicit from each informant a list of "family" members, as
well as an account of their rationale for defining
"family" in the particular way that they did.

The results

of the analysis of this material have suggested that, at
least for some informants, the designation of "family"
involves a large measure of selectivity -- this
selectivity was suggested in the composition of the lists,
and, more importantly, in the accompanying verbal
accounts.

For example, in the family lists there was

great variation with respect to the inclusion or exclusion
of extended family members (e.g.

aunts, uncles, cousins),

in-laws (members of one's spouse's family), and non-kin
(e.g.

friends and neighbors).

In a few cases, informants
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listed generalized kin classes such as "in-laws" or "aunts
and uncles" but a more typical pattern was to list
specific individuals.
In analyzing informants' verbal accounts, it was
apparent that for most individuals, the definition of
"family" entails a certain set of options or choices.

The

selective, voluntaristic nature of most definitions was
summed up in the words of one man:
so when I think of family, extended family, and sure,
they are family by name, they all carry ~ last name,
but again, I don't consider them as family. But
we're related certainly.
A variety of different criteria were cited as
entering into informants' decisions about who to include
-- criteria ranging from geneological connection (e.g.
"He is

~

father's brother, that's why I include him") to

aspects of social relationship -- however it was the
latter that were mentioned most frequently.

In the

majority of accounts, the explicit rationale for deciding
who to include as "family" was based on frequency of
contact ("it's the ones we see most often"), or personal
intimacy ("the ones I'm closest to").

More rarely, there

were references to norms and expectations of social
support ("it's [i.e.

'family' is] the ones you can count

on.")
There were, however, a number of accounts in which
selectivity was not the dominant feature.

First of all,
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for a few in forman ts the de finition

0

f "family" emerged

out of the description of significant family events or
"rituals."

These descriptions, of weddings, christenings,

holidays and parties, suggested that for some families,
such occasions are integral to the process of
sel f-de fini tion, in the sense that they serve as
opportunities for the family to constitute itsel f and to
affirm its "family-ness."

This was a circular process

insofar as a specific family membership "list" was likely
to be invoked, specifYing who would be included, and at
the same time, participation in the event affirmed the
family membership.

For such families, the conceptual

family boundary was supported in the staging of these
events.
There were also several accounts in which informants
drew on other contexts in developing a definition of
"family."

These included ethnic background, and even

church membership (e.g.

"we're born again Christians and

we believe that as Christians we're a family").

The

perspective expressed in these accounts seemed to
emphasize a prescribed notion of "family," in terms of who
should be included and also in terms of what the "family"
does or should do (e.g.

"family" assumes responsibility

for rearing the next generation).

The absence of personal

options or selectivity in these cases was contrastive with
the other accounts.
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In the analysis of criterial definitions of "family"
I found my attention shifting from the stated criteria to
the process by which the criteria emerged during the
interview.

In some accounts, fbr example, informants

responded to the initial question about who is "family" by
referring, either implicitly or explicitly, to
geneological definitions.

As one woman said,

Are you serious? I have a very extensive family and
we're a very close family, cousins on top of cousins,
I have maybe a hundred cousins because there are
eight in my mother's family, every one of them has
from three to five kids, each one of those kids
already has kids, that's just the first cousins, I
have second cousins •
Often, however, the initial response was followed by a
period of reflection on other kinds of criteria, such as
personal feelings and experiences.

Sometimes the

geneological definition of "family" is found to be
incongruent with the realities of the social
rela tionsh ip s :
These are the people I'm closest to I think, like I
didn't include aunts and uncles cause I'm not that
close to my aunts and uncles,
The reasoning procedures revealed in these verbal accounts
did not follow a uni form sequence.

Yel; very often there

was a suggestion that the informant assumed there was some
culturally appropriate definition of "family" expected by
the interviewer, a definition which they were cognizant of
but did not share.

This was well illustrated in the

comments of one woman who prefaced the interview by
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telling about her parents.

Her father had died when she

was a child, and her mother was schizophrenic.
informant was raised by an aunt and uncle.

The

She did not

refer to her living mother at any other point in the
interview.

The question remains:

was her mother part of

her "family" or not?
Such examples point to a more serious problem
concerning the significance of the family lists and
definitions as realizations of stable, underlying
constructs.

It is difficult to be sure whether the lists

were generated on the basis of implicit rules, or reflect
more immediate responses to the ambiguities of the
interview situation.
On the other hand there did seem to be qualitative
differences among some accounts, particularly between
those that specified a limited "family" membership, based
on personal, and often emotional, considerations, and
those definitions that were inclusive of larger numbers,
based on kin classes, and that placed more emphasis on
prescribed roles.

This distinction was a subtle one,

however, and because many accounts contained elements of
both selectivity and inclusiveness, it was not a usefUl
classification for all of them.
A second perspective on conceptions of "family" was
provided by the analysis of the linguistic terms used by
informants to address and make reference to their in-laws.
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A variety of different forms were reported including first
names, title and last names (e.g.

Mr.

and Mrs.

Jones),

kin terms (Mom and Dad or Grandpa and Grandma), and
sometimes no terms at all.

However, the focus here was

not on the terms alone, but on their fUnctions and uses in
social interaction.

Analysis of the explanatory

statements revealed that informants constructed very
different kinds of arguments and rationales for their
choice of terms -- even when the same term was used by
different informants, its significance was sometimes quite
different for different people.
In their explanatory accounts, some cited general
principles such as respect for in-laws, or respect for the
exclusivity of relationships between parents and their
biological Children.

Others mentioned their personal

feelings toward their in-laws (and the in-laws feelings
toward them), as well as features of the local context in
which specific interactions occur (e.g.

"If Christine is

there, I say Grandpa and Grandma.") Some saw the use of
kin terms, (Mom and Dad) as obligatory in marking the
tranSition to marriage.
mutually exclusive;
elements.

These considerations were not

many accounts reflected multiple

The choice of a particular form of address

often seemed to represent an uneasy compromise among what
were felt to be several unsatisfactory alternatives.
The family mapping task was an attempt to explore
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conceptions of "family" through the use of visual rather
than verbal materials.

The pictorial mapping procedure

was intended, first, as a means of stimulating discussion,
providing an opportunity fbr informants to elaborate their
verbal definitions and accounts.

Secondly, the forms of

representation in the maps were seen as an additional fbrm
of description complementary to the verbal material.
Despite the history of use of family drawing and
figure placement techniques in both social psychology and
family research, there existed no well-developed system
for analyzing the family maps.

However, through a process

of inspection and comparison, a set of categories was
constructed consisting of three pattern types:

linear

patterns, circular patterns and segmental patterns.

Each

of these configurations seemd to reflect distinct
conceptual implications.

The circular pattern, for

example, in which the informant placed himself in the
center and other figures in surrounding orbits, was a way
of suggesting an "inside" and "outside" or a core and
periphery.

The linear pattern, characterized by a row or

rows of figures (one on top of the other), has the
capaCity fbr expressing hierarchical principles, as when
parents are placed on the top row and succeeding
generations on lower rows.

In the segmental pattern the

dominant feature was a partitioning between the
informant's family of origin and the spouse's family of
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origin.

The analysis also attempted to look more closely

at the nature of sub-groupings and clusters of figures
within the overall configuration.

Two distinct clustering

principles were observed, one according to nuclear family
units, and the other according to general kin classes.
These distinctions appear to fit with distinctions implied
in the family lists and in the verbal definitions as
indicating either a selective, individual-oriented
conception or one which is more inclusive and
geneologically based.
Of the various data elicitation techniques, the map
task raises the most serious questions concerning the
usefUlness of the method.

One persistent question,

similar to that raised in the assessment of the family
"lists," concerns the significance of the visual fbrms as
representations of underlying mental constructs.

Here, it

seems especially likely that the construction of the maps
was shaped, to a large degree, by the task instruction
("arrange figures according to how close they are to
you").

Given this instruction, and the nature of the task

materials (a board of 20 by 28 inches and a set of
fourteen figures), it is not surprising that informants
produced only a very limited range of solutions to the
problem.

As a vehicle for exploring the terms in which

family members conceive of "family" free drawings may have
been less constraining and perhaps more revealing.
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The final fbrm of exploration into the concept of
"family" was the analysis of descriptive language and
terminology.

Drawing on extracts of discourse trom many

pOints throughout the interviews, the purpose of this
analysis was to see whether family members' conceptions of
"family" would find expression in their ways of speaking,
or forms of description.

Informants' discourse was found

to be characterized by several types of figurative
devices.

One pervasive feature was the use of spatial

imagery, particularly "gradient" images defined by the
terms, "close" and "distant."

These terms were used in a

number of ways -- to differentiate among individual family
members, for example ("His father and mother, they're the
people in his family we're the closest to"), and also to
describe changes in the constitution of the family over
time ("I'm getting closer to Ed the longer he's married to
my sister.") In addition to gradients, "hedges" were also

used to emphasize the flexibility of the concepts such as
"family" and "relative."

Hedges are words and phrases

such as "technically," "really," and "sort of," used to
modifY the prototypical meaning of categories (e.g.
"She's not really, she's family but she's not my
grandmother really, we call her family.")
It was common in this material for informants to draw
comparisons between nuclear family relationships and
relationships to those outside the nuclear family (e.g.
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"I have some close friends that have been like family to
be, my parents have been dead a number of years":

"My

cousin was like a brother to me when I was growin' up").
Thus, the nuclear family itself provides a basic image for
describing many kinds of relationships.

Given the

centrality of family experiences relative to other social
institutions, it is understandable that, from a
phenomenological perspective, individuals constitute many
kinds of social experiences in terms of family
relationships.
Many of the interviews were also characterized by the
use of conventional or formulaic expressions, such as
"familie~

stick together in times like these" or ".

you get married, your family is his family, his family is
your family."

These conventionalized sayings seemed to be

partly related to individual family communication style,
but also to the interview situation itself.

To the extent

that the initial interview questions were ambiguous with
regard to the precise meaning of the term, "family," these
expressions served to facilitate for informants the
process of discussion.
Indeed, the pervasive use of all these devices:
gradient images, hedges, comparison statements, and
formulaic expressions, seemed to stem from the nature of
the interview as a communicative event.

In general, the

interview transcripts reveal a process in which
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informants, initially unsure of the interviewer's
intentions, use these devices to negotiate a definition of
"family."

The process is one in which the meaning of

"family" is, at first, tentatively formulated and then
gradually worked out.
Interrelationships ampDi the Data Sets

To this pOint, the dissertation has examined
separately the findings from each of the four
investigatory procedures.

A fUrther step in the

assessment of findings is the exploration of connections
among the four areas -- the family lists and definitions,
the linguistic forms of address, the family maps, and
informants' descriptive terminology.
The discovery of interrelationships among these areas
is made di fficul t first, by the di fferenl"'es. in the na tl}.re
of the data sets, insofar as these consi,st of closed
responses (the lists), open-ended responses, visual
representations, and discourse features.

Secondly, within

each of these areas the responses of informants were
complex and mul ti- faceted, and

0

ften did not lend

themselves to categorization.
Nevertheless some relational statements can be made
on the basis of these findings.

First, those informants

who expressed greater selectivity in their definitions of
"family," streSSing the importance of personal social
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relationships over kinship-based relationships, also
tended to use address forms which, for them, reflected the
nature of the personal relationship with their in-laws.
In other words, those with more selective definitions
tended to use terms which were seen as less formal and
less obligatory -- usually first names rather than Mr.
and Mrs.

or Mom and Dad.

Furthermore, in such cases, the

f.amily maps also showed a pattern in their clustering
principles.

The maps were were more likely to represent

f.amily members as nuclear family units,
cluster figures by kin class.

rath~r

than to

This relation is a complex

one, and is best illustrated through the following
synopsis of Mr.
Mr.

White's account.

White's family list includes his wife, daughter,

parents, brother and sister.

Excluding his wife's

relatives, he explains:
".
and then there's Susan's family, which I
guess could be considered my family, but, I, I just
don't.
(I: You don't ordinarily,) Well I
consider them family, in general, but not my family,
since I don't like 'em" (laughs).
Here, and at other points in the interview, he stresses
the options that are available in the definition of
" f.amily. "

Thus, in thinking about his grandparents he

notes,
I wonder if I would consider them family. I (didn't)
think about that. No, I would say no cause then you
have to get into the other sets of grandparents and
that could get very complicated, so, no.
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Mr.

White calls his wife's parents by their first names,

stressing his personal relationship to his father-in-law
in particular:
I'm on much more t.amiliar terms with her father cause
I play gol f with him all the time.
A similar configuration was revealed in the accounts of
both Mr.

and Mrs.

Bunsen.

group of limited size.

Fach identified a t.amlly

Mrs.

Bunsen included only her

husband and child, saying:
I think of myself as being separate from my parents.
I don't think that I'm still in their family •
I think that people that live in the same house
almost are in the same t.amily, I guess, and, you
know, daily activities, I don't really get involved
in the daily activities of my parents.
These comments present a definition of "family" based on
daily patterns of interaction.
and Mrs.

In addition, tbr both Mr.

Bunsen, the rationale for address terms is based

on considerations of intimacy and familiarity with the
in-laws.

Thus, Mr.

Bunsen uses first names, saying,

"I'Ve had discussions and stuff like that [with her
father] and it got to the point where I'd call him
something."

For Mrs.

Bunsen, no terms have been found to

be appropriate, nor does she feel comtbrtable raising the
subject directly:

"I would not say that we're very close

that I would even be able to talk about that kind of
thing.

We don't broach lots of subjects."

In contrast to these accounts, there was also a
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rela tionship between de fini tions
inclusive

0

0

f "family" that were

f more people, particularly

0

f extended family

members, and the use of kin terms as social markers in
in-law relationships.

In these cases, the family maps

were more likely to exhibit clustering principles based on
kinship priniciples.

Again, examples illustrate this

relation among the sets of data.
The definition of "family" offered by Mrs.

Bogdanov

was one that stressed the preeminence of geneological
ties.

Her first reation to the requests for a family list

was one of surprise and dismay at the scope of the
question.
members.

Her family list included many extended family
These were arranged on the map in groups

comprised of her parents, her siblings, her mother's
siblings, their children, etc.

In the area of address

forms, she describes the shift from title, last names to
the use of Mom and Dad, as occurring at the time of the
couple's wedding.
Like Mrs.

Bogdanov, Mr.

Devlin includes in his list

general classes of extended family members.

He summed up

his definition of "family" as "all my relatives that I
stay in contact with."
forms, "Mom and Dad."

Mr.

Devlin uses the address

The meaning of this, for him, is

closely related to the marking

0

f changes in family

membe('ship at the time of the marriage:
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No, we just decided once we got married the husband
and wife become one body so, the day we got married,
right after we were pronounced man and wife, that's
when I started calling her parents Mom and Dad.

Mr. Devlin's account suggested that the concept of
"family" leaves little room for individual choice.

The concluding assessment of the research method
comprises several interrelated issues.

One central

question concerns the way in which l.nformants' perceived
the purposes of the study, and the kinds of responses they
felt encouraged to make on the basis of those perceptions.
A second, related question deals with the nature of the
interview itself as a communicative event, and how that
context evokes a particular pattern of behavior on the
part of both the interviewer and the informant.

A final

area to be considered is the significance and consequences
of the interview as an intervention.
First, it was evident in a number of interviews that
informants interpreted the overall aims of the research as
"psychological," or simply as having an evaluative
purpose.

This interpretation is, perhaps, unavoidable in

a research enterprise in which the stated topic is "the
family."

Insofar as interviews on the subject raise a

number of deeply personal issues, it may be inevitable
that informants anticipate possible psychological
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interpretations of their comments.

In this study, several

informants asked the interviewer how typical or normal
their responses were.

In these cases, an effbrt was made

by the interviewer to clarifY the non-evaluative
intentions of the

reseal~h,

variety in responses.

and to emphasize the wide

In one case, the interviewer was

cast as a "family expert" and asked about the impact of
working mothers on child development.
There was also for some informants, a concern with
giving the "correct" answer, particularly to the first
question about who is considered "family."

As has been

discussed, informants' initial uncertainty over what
exactly the interviewer meant by "family" was itself
instructive.

There was an implicit assumption that there

must be some appropriate answer expected by the
interviewer.

The tact that the informants were recruited

as part of a study on "communication and families," and
the nature of the interview tasks and quesUons (e.g.
lists, maps, forms of address) are likely to have
encouraged them to think in terms of a large conceptual
network.

Indeed, this framework may have been partly

responsible for the listing of family members according

~~

classes by some informants.
The ambiguities in the initial quesiton may also have
been counter-productive in the sense that they may have
led to anxiety about how to formulate the "best" answer,
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anxiety which may, in turn, have constrained the
interaction process.

One woman was embarassed to find

that her husband had included "God" in his list of f.amily
members while she had not.

She continued to be

preoccupied with this blunder and to offer her husband
apologetic comments ("I'm sorry Hon, I just forgot, Jane
understands.")
The basic data gathering procedure used in this
research was the open-ended interview.

The intention was

to engage in a conversational exchange in which informants
would feel the freedom to mention and explore many issues
relevant to the subject of "f.amily."

This interviewing

strategy was more effective in some f.amilies than in
others.

A few informants offered only brief responses to

the questions.

However, fbr most of the informants the

topic of "f.amily" fUeled extended discussion ranging over
a variety of issues.

In some cases, informants questioned

the interviewer about her f.amily, which served to fUrther
enhance the conversational quality of the situation.

The

interviewer was visibly pregnant during the second hal f of
the interview phase of the project, and interviews
conducted during that time were marked by a curiosity
about the interviewer's personal circumstances and by
advice-giving on the subject of childbirth, hospitals, and
childrearing, and the impact of a baby on family
activities.
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These considerations of the personal nature of the
research process touch on the second issue, the role of
the interview context in shaping the research findings.
There are many features in this material suggesting that
the meanings of "family" are not discovered through
research procecures, but, rather, are co-constructed by
the participants in the interview situation.

Moreover, to

recognize this is not to invalidate the findings, but to
realize that the interview 3ituation can itself be a rich
source of data if it is viewed as an object of analysis as
well as a research tool (Briggs, 1986).

From this

perspective, those features that more traditional research
might treat as "difficulties" in the data become part of
the research findings.
As an illustration, one area of exploration in this
study was the nature of conceptual family boundaries.

An

assumption that motivated the listing of "family" members
was that informants can indicate such a boundary.
However, several informants, as noted in Chapter 4, were
reluctant to specifY a list of family members, saying the
family was too large and the effbrt would take too long.
Steier (1986) has pOinted out that such "non-responses"
can often provide important inSights, particularly insofar
as they require some reworking of original theoretical
assumptions.

In this case, it was apparent that the

notion of "boundary" was not articulatable by those
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respondents at that point in the interview in that
particular way.

However, as has been mentioned, the idea

of "family boundary" did sometimes find expression in
other ways, fbr example in the description of celebrations
and rituals.
One fUrther aspect of the research process requiring
discussion is the extent to which the interview itself
constituted an intervention, in the sense that it led the
informants to consider and perhaps to discuss with each
other questions that had not been considered previously.
One reason for this was that the the research interview
called for a level of articulation that everyday "family"
experiences do not require.

In the joint construction of

the family map, many couples discovered discrepancies in
their initial responses, a discovery that was occasionally
disconcerting.

This was illustrated by the wife who

forgot "God" in her own list, and who continued to
acknoweldge the correctness of her husband's response for
the remainder of the interview.

Frequently, there were

disagreements between spouses about who ought to comprise
the couple's "joint" family.

During these discussions,

informants seemed to become aware for the first time of
differences in their ways of conceptualizing" family."

As

one wife said, "You're saying, 'out of sight, out of
mind,' and I guess I still feel a closeness with them and
consider them 'family.'" Many commented a t the end

0

f the
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intel'view that the experience had been "valuable" in
revealing these areas of difference.
Directi ons for Further Research

As with many exploratory studies, this one has served
to raise numerous questions rather than to provide
generalizations.

Yet some of these questions constitute

rich possibilities for fUture research.
One research focus that could be elaborated is an
ethnographic study of family life and daily experience in
order to explore the connections between a family's
material conditions (e.g.

geographical propinquity to

other family members, patterns of interaction), and the
members' conceptual orientations as revealed in these
research interviews.

A speci fie focus for a family

ethnography might be the investigation of family
gatherings as ritual occasions, in order to see who
partiCipates, how they are organized, and what are the
particular and recurrent topics of conversation.
The findings of this study have suggested that family
members' conceptions of "family" are constituted primarily
in terms of current activities and patterns of
interaction.

In a sense, this particular interview fbrm

seemed to evoke an emphaSis of the present rather than the
historical.

It would be usefUl to probe the historical

dimension of family experience using other methods and
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approaches, perhaps through an examination of family
artifacts such as photographs.

This area could be

included within a larger ethnographic study of families.
An area that might find this work of special
relevance is the field of family therapy.

To extend the

project in that direction, it would be usefUl to see the
ways in which different interview contexts, for example
clinical interviews, and research interviews, call fOrth
different conceptions of "family" from its members.

It

may be that the process by which the conception of
"family" is created differs in research and clinical
contexts.

Typically, family therapists operate with a

more specific construct of "family" based on prescriptive
criteria.

One advantage of such a comparative study is

that the same same research interview used here would also
be appropriate in a clinical context.
Finally, although ethnicity was not a focus in
and of itself, it was mentioned by some informants as a
significant aspect of their "family" concept.

This is

another area that would benefit from more intensive study,
particularly from a cross-cultural perspective.

This

sample of research families displayed wide variation in
responses from one informant to another.

Part of this

variation may be related to the ethnic and cultural
diversity within the sample, which is perhaps
representative of the fact that the United States
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comprises many ethnic sub-cultures.

Further research

could 1) compare these particular accounts with those of
another

cult~lre

or population, and, 2) investigate the

variety and range in accounts within a more "homogeneous"
cultural milieu.
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